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You probably have some ideas about Cooperative Cducation right

now. Host students hear about Coop fros friends, cimeatos, and

instructors. In your freshman Se:minor, you Mere given an

orientation to Coop by a Student Services counselor. And yet, We

often find that students don't really get all of the facts

straight until they are sitting where you are -. in a Coop Prep

course. Perhaps Coop becomes more real as the time to prepare

for your first internship draws near.

A MILA &áL Itli corm

Students often tell us that Coop Prep involves 4 great deal of

work in a short period of tine. It's true. There are several

important topics which this course will cover, and we will only

meet ten times. Therefore, we have tried to arrange the course

in such a way that you will be able to prepare and complete your

work effectively. All of the reading and written assignments, as

well as the activities you will conduct in-class, are contained

in this workbook. III should brine altikcal 11 each .session.

91 S112 Lt12-

Those of you who have taken any of the Communication strategies

courses at LaGuardia (litiC 089, 099. 104 will recognize some of

the learning methods we will use in Coop Prep. Reading

assignments will be given following each session, so that you

arrive puked for the next session.



In order to help you focus on the mole points nf these

assignments, gyal hove been developed. Guide

Statements ask you to provide information about whot you have

read. Tou should moon to those statements in xAgn RNA nal,

upon completion of the reading. four Coop Prep instructor glz

collect your responses from tine to time,

The tura gmill will be found in the Guide Statcnent s and in a

number of sessions. Previewing peons to ilia the material, for

its main points, rather than read it completely.

If you have any questions or concerns about this course, you

should speak to your Coop Prep instructor immediately. Record

the following informotion for future reference:

NAME OF COOP PREP INSTRUCTOR:

ROOM NUMBER:

LIALSAII ACTIVITIES FOR SESSION I

TELEPNCNE:

In this session you will have the opportunity to clarify your

understanding of Coop at LaGuardia. Your instructor will lead

discussion on the objectives, procedures, and requirements of

Coop. There will be an opportunity for you to ask AAN questions

you might have. A reading assignment will reinforce the

discussion, and provide you with a handy reference guide for Coop

terms and practices. Finally, you will be expected to

demonstrate a basic unlerstanding of the Coop program by

answering questions based on today's discussion on your reading.

2
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Mutt it //It SIlt Etta calm tat /It Caltirtlia
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Cooperative Cducatiom at LoGwardia Is vole's, program *hick

glves ye* the opportunity to temporarily leav the classroom emit

toter the work world part of your collge ducetlem. Lik
amy LaGuardia studests, you may have already had previous week

44,1fit4c4 before you mtored college. You eight evem have e

part.time Job right mow, Gems, of thls work axima, you

might vonderimg what Is so special about a college program

which focuses om work? There ore three special features;

Piternolos= at WAIL =tut& tai t mutts tie xls la alai.

1. gal joectak to4tort 21 iiiperativt elucatioq 11 al

WortimitY XII WI lit 4444044 0111i .
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Intermships are full-time work experieoces **still, 40 entire

academic quarter (approximately 13 weeks). 1m gemeral, If you

are a full-time matriculated day stirdeet, you will be required to

complete Lb= isumikigi in order to earn your college degree.

For each imtermship, you will earm a grade and three credits.

Therefore, the coop program Is worth credits towards your

degree.

When you are on your internship, you will be responsible for

meetimg the demands of your supervisor, just like any other

worker. Tour work tasks and your work schedule night be
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The milli purpose of each job you have held la the past vas

probably 12 lua 2222g. the sale purpose behled each lateraship

is II LILEI frail IlEttitlit. loteraships offer you

OPPortualties to;

eaplore differeot career fields or to sate sure the

career you have chosea Is right for you;

observe loom coscepts you learaed la tie classrooa apply

to the real itorh sittsatiohs;

-- practice or streagthea loterpersoaal aad t c alcal

skills.
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Continental Group, Inc. - 633 Third Avenue, N.Y.C.

ACCOUNTING TRAINEE/BANK RECONCILIATION CLERK.

Duties of intern include: reconciliation of a total of 50
bank (checking) accounts each month (ten of the accounts
are lery active with one of them involving ,150 checks
daily); daily contact with Treasure's Office (Cashier to
discuss and/or resolve problems with bank accounts;
matching bank receipts, debits and credits with cash book
entries; on occasion preparing reports for the chief
accountant. Intern will have an opportunity to observe
the details involved in documentation flow. Furthermore,
career opportunities in a large corporation for students
majoring in Accounting. Firm is an international
packaging manufacturer. (WEIGEL)

National Westminster Bank, Ltd. 100 Wall street NY 10005

SETTLEMENTS CLERK. Intern will be mainly responsible for
the clerical functions required to confirm the purchases
and sales of foreign currency for this fast growing
international bank. Will also use a data input terminal.
While the duties are routine, they are very important to
the department's overall operation. Intern should have an
interest in banking, good figure aptitude and the ability
to work under pressure. (TURKEL)

Fairchild Publications, Inc. - 7 East 12th Street - N.Y.C.

COPY ASSISTANT. Intern will work under the supervision of
the EiWiTilj- editor of Women's Wear Daily, the high
quality daily of the fashion industry. Duties will
involve mail collection and delivery for staff reporters,
preparing copy for deadlines, answering the telephone, and
other related duties. The routine nature of the 4ob
allows time for special writing assignments that will be
criticized, and which is the way many reporters got their
start. Job requires a motivated intern who can work
without close supervision and whose interest in journalism
or writing will provide the energy to derive the many
benefits available in this fast-paced atmosphere.
(TURKEL)



CUNT Computer Center - 555 West 57th Street, N.Y.C.

COMPUTER OPERATOR TRAINEE. The central university
computer center, oniUTilie largest in the country, has
two IBM 370/168 computers and an extensive teleprocessing
network which connects the computer center to 22 remote
facilities. The computer center has set up an organized
series of learning experiences for the intern. The first
internship experience will expose the intern to the
operation of peripheral devices including printers, tape
drives and disk drives. The second internship experience
will include some console operations. Besides technical
experience, interns will be able to observe the service
functions of a computer center and ,the function of
management. Ideally, students should complete Computer
Operations I before their first internship and Computer
Operations II before their second. Flexibility as to work
schedule is important. (SAROELL)

Union Carbide Corporation - 270 Park Avenue, N.Y.C.

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY. An Excellent internship for an
TWEEFF--TntiFiifirin working as a private secretary to
one, two, or three top managers in the plastics and
chemicals division in the company's corporate
headquarters. Duties will include: typing, taking sten,
filing, taking phone messages, scheduling appointments,
being a receptionist, duplicating, etc. Intern must have
50/90 skills and ability to articulate. A very pleasant
environment with an opportunity to utilize and further
develop secretarial skills. (WILLIAMS)

Because internships last for specific periods of time (thirteen

weeks), you will be able 'to review your experience after each

internship, and plan for your next one. This review and planning

process enables you to choose if you wish to change your career

direction or continue in the same field.

To help you get the most from your internship experiences, the

college has developed a special educational sequence for each

internShip.



II. Your First Internship Is Part of a special Educational

Sequence Called T.A.R.

As you learned in your introductory T.A.R. academic course ,

T.A.R. is an abbreviation which stands for TEACH7APPLY-REINFORCE.

The T.A.R. sequence helps you transform your internship setting

into a learning experience.

The TEACH component of the T.A.R. sequence is your introductory

academic course and Coop Prep. Some concepts in each of these

courses have been selected to be T.A.R. concepts because you will

be able to observe them in your internship setting. You will be

taught an additional T.A.R. concept in Coop Prep.

The APPLY component of the T.A.R. sequence occurs when you are on

your internship. You will observe how the T.A.R. concepts you

have been taught apply to your work setting. A special workbook

will guide you in recording and analyzing your observations.

Introductory T.A.R. academic courses are:
Accounting: Principles of Accounting II
Bilingual Education: Introduction to Bilingualism, The HispanicChild in an Urban Environment; Principles and Practices of
Bilingual Education

Data Processing: Cobol I

Business: Principles of Management
Liberal Arts: Introduction to Social Science
Secretarial Science: Office Techniques and Trends II

,11



The REINFORCE component is the internship seminar. This seminar

will meet seven evenings during the quarter while you are on your

internship. You will review and discuss your observations in

class and reinforce (nr strengthen what you have learned.

III. Your Cooperative Education Experience Will Be Oesiene4 With

You in Mind

Cooperative Education at LaGuardia strives to be an

individualized program. This means that whenever possible, your

cooperative education internship will be based on your skills,

objectives and career interests. Your experiences might be

different from those of your classmates just as your

personalities and interests might differ. Your Coop Advisor

will guide you in planning a Coop program that works for you. To

make sure your Coop experience meets your needs, Ea will be

expected to do the following:

Learn How to Identify Your Own Skills and Work Needs and the

Career Areas in Which You Are Interested

In Coop.Prep, you will be guided in taking stock of the skills

you already have and the skills you wish to practice or

strengthen. CThis represents a continuation of the work you

began in your Freshman Seminar.) You will do this type of self-

exploration before and after each internship. You will discuss

your thoughts about your skill development and career goals in

meetings with your Coop Advisor.

12
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Set Personal Ob ectives for Each Internship

Having selected the skills you wish to work on and/or the career

areas to explore, you, with the help of your Advisor, will write

objectives for your internship. Objectives describe what you

wish to accomplish during an internship. By setting your own

objectives, you will have one way of evaluating the progress you

make on each internship.

With the Assistance of Your Slop Coordinator, You Will Determine

When and Where You Will Do Your Internshi s

Once you have set objectives, you will know what you wish to

accomplish on an internship. This knowledge will help you and

your Advisor select appropriate internships, subject to

availability. It will also help you plan which quarters would

be best to take your internships. Your Advisor's judgment is a

key factor in both cases.

You Will Be Expected to Talie Part in Evalualias Your Performance

on Each Internship

Since y'ou have been involved in setting personal objectives and

selecting when and where you will do each internship, your Coop

Advisor expects you to participate in reviewing your performance

and evaluating how well you met each objective. A percentage of

your final internship grade will depend on how much careful

thought you give to your self-evaluation. You will discuss your

self-evaluation with your Coop Advisor following each internship.



Summary

Internships The T.A.R. approach...and a program'designed with

you in mind. Through Coop you can test your abilities in the

work world and try out career possibilities. You will feel your

college coursework come alive as you see classroom concepts

applied in real work situations. And you can learn more about

yourself, your skills, work values, and objectives. We hope you

will find your Cooperative Education experience at LaGuardia

highly rewarding.

knial Hote; Cooperative Education for Students With

Disabilities

What Are Disabilities?

Many students have some kind of disability. There are a wide

range of disabilities, e.g., visual, hearing, mobility, speech.

There are hidden disabilities, including epileptic conditions.

diabetes, and various learning and perceptual problems. We think

mostly of severe disabilities, but there are also minimal

disabflaies, such as partial hearing loss and speech

impediments.

How Can Cou Lielg?

In planning a career, it is Important that a student understand

his/her own strengths and limitations. The Division of

Cooperative Education is prepared to work with students who have

disabilities. We can help students consider how or if to deal



with their disability on a resume or In an interview and how to

define and request appropriate accommodations. Coop can also

provide information on opportunities to work In ftelds which may

be considered *non-traditionala for persons with disabilities.

If you have a disability, please speak with the instructor of

your Coop Prep course.

15



ASSIGNMENT ggE snug 2

I. Read Understanding poperittvt Ellsaill. pages 145 ir this

workbook.

2. Read A Guide To Cooperative EdR5stion Al LaGuardia.. pages

21-31 in this workbook.

3. Answer the Guide Statessents for Session 1. pages 17-12 based

on your reading, and ths, discussion in chub today. These

will he collected at the next session.

4. Read Session 2, pages 33-35 end answer the Guide Stxtemencs

for Session 20 page 32, based on your rtading.

1.6
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Name

gm STATEMENTS L21 SESSION 11 UNDENSTANDINO CO9PERATM
EDUCATION

The Guide Statemeets below will help you focus on the reading

which follows. Preview the Guide Statements now. When you

complete the reading, answer then carefully. Write complete

sentences, is xalr gra lull, wherever possible. Use standard

English and proofread your answers.

1. List three major goals which can be &thieved through the

Cooperative Education proven:

a.

c

a.

b.

C.

d.

3. Identify three important qualities that employers look for

when hiring Interns for any position.

List four requirements,for succtssfully completing the Coop

Prep course:

AMNOWWW10

a.

b.

17



4. List ;is prerequisites for internship placement:

a.

b.

C.

e.
re

7111WINIANNIMIVINI

IIMM11..MM Mi

S. Circle tbe four most important factors in applying ror

particular internship:

a. your goals and objectives

b. where you can make the most money

C. your skills and abilities

d. wbat someone else told you about their internship experience

e. the availability of positions

f. your Coordinator's judgment

6. Define or describe the following terms:

a. Simulated interview

IMNEIMINIIMMP N121=1.01.

b. Coop Advisor.

C. Internship Seminar

Final EvaluatION Conference

18
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7. Define and explain the titre T.A.A. (where and %ow does each

step tate place?)

7:

A:

It:

Stands For and T4"s

S. Describe the differences between an internship and a

*regular Job.*

Nave you been able to answer these questions cowering the

osjor points about Coop? if so, you are on your way to a

good understanding of the LaGuardia program. I( not. go

back and re-read the naterial from' this session.

Do you still have additional questions about Coop that have

not been answered? Write your questions below:

11=1MIMMIIIe=a101M1/ "41.=.1110......111.

As% your question(s) at the start of tht noAt msion,



igin 12 1291011111 EDUCATION 04VARDP

The first sessiom of Coop Prep may hate answ red soo* of your

questionssod raised others. This manual review; and alkosters

some frequently asked questions about Cooperative Education.

kuvia: Dal pab, ft itt, !thaw, traixte crant
atiliat?

CooperstAtt

LaGuardia's educational approach believes that learning takes

place la many different settings -- both in and outside the

classroom. Through the Coop program,. the College seeks to

provide non-classroom learning experiences. Coop Is designed to

help you determine and achieve your individual goals, amd to

assist you in:

1. Applying classroom learning to real work situations;

2. Exploring various career possibilities or confiriming career

plans;

Practicing or strengthening interpersonal and technical

skills, such as oral communication, decision-asking, typing,

etc.

gjj: Ihil jj 211 Cooper4tIvt

42112 ALI Now Y4k11150

Slag !Egg SAILig

Coop Prep prepares students for learning through the internship

experience. During the course you will:

20
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I. Clerify the basic objectives, procedures, wed requiremeats

of the Coop program.

2. Id:atilt* your life accomplishueets smd the persomal skills

you hove developed.

3. Identify the needs/values rou seek to iaL1fy through work

and out-side of work.

Clarify your ideas about the career you are considering (+sr

are currently in).

S. identify tie basic cooponeats of a resume and prepare a

resole summarising your accomplishaemts and qualifications.

formulate learning objectives for your first internship. and

make preliminary selectioms of those imternships which will

help you achieve your objectives.

1. Omit,' skills and techliques for successful employmemt

interviewing.

Learn a atm T.A.4. concept 4nd prepare for its Application

to an internship.

;Vestige: ed ALI al Reevireniall at SuccessIgill popleting

cse

Ina !nal

SVIiticOlos

Coop Prep is a key lement in your preparation for am internship.

Though the course itself does mot carry any credit, you nest

malultax complete it before you will be considered reedy for

an internship. The Coop Prep class seets twice a week for

approximately five weeks. You will receive a grade of °S.

(Setisfactorh or Nis (umsatisfactory) for a Coop Prep. This

at



trod* m111 dolour oo your traoscript. four Atuisor *ill

review th folloolog itous *him ouslostiog your performance:

I. ,,,ttoodenco mod two;twolltu aro requirod at mil sessloo$ of

Coop Prop. You aro peroittod a total or tua abieocus

dupla, the quarter.

Z. EILL212/11.1 mill be due on the ilmtts limtm 6/ faWr

instructor and oust meet acceptable 51441aArgi oi neatens,

cooplotooess, awl accuracy.

I Sloulatod atorulow * 10 most bt AAt Actar44

coopleted.

4- RICILSigille-

TO* Coop Prep cow's@ prowidts your lostrwAter mith thi

opportvoity to judge your roadioess to dem#mstratt the vork

bohawiors sought by employers totem hdrimg $tomi for any

positioo. They sees

a. :oliabilitx (is Judged by your atteodanct mod

punctuality).

b. gailabar (as Judged by your cooplotion of

assigeolets oo tine, stoodards of eatooss, AectlemCy,

sod coopietemess).

c. Plitiottuv tit pitorofk (as judged by your

participatioe le ci4SS discessloos, osklhO Asistioes).

Folloviog Coop Prep% you should omko sto ppoiototot *10 rme
instructor to discuSs your porforoamco in tioo mono. Nofslot

Oil lso adult* you 4S tit *bother you aro oroporei for your

first loteroship or vhether you should ropeat the Coop Prep

26



course next quarter. If you aro certified. your Instructor

becomes your Coop Advisor.

2221.110: 1122 2.9.11 g, Mita tIctuallX :111: AA

The plIsimul Process:

Prereguisftes for Inlomit12 augment

1. Certification of successful completion of Coop Prep course.
2. Completion of all basic skills prerequisites (or waivers).

3. Evidence of satisfactory academic progress. Coop Division's

standards are based on Grade Point Average, credit

accumulation and academic standing. Generally speaking, a

minimum of a 2.0 G.P.A. with at least 15-20 earned credits
is required. While exceptions are made in special cases,
Coop Advisors want to be sure that students on internship

are not having academic difficulties at the College.

4 T.A.R. course appropriate to your major (pre- or co-

requisite).

5. Permission to register for Coop Internship and Seminar from
your Coop Advisor is required. You will be given a

registration permit.

6. Coop may require tests to assess skills which are necessary
requirements for a particular internship (e.g., typing or

the use of a calculator.
-0
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1. The placement process begins in Coop Prep. You will start

to identify your qualifications (skills and accomplishments)

and objectives for the internship.

2. Internship Opportunities Catalogues (1.0.C.) will be

distributed in class. You will be expected to review the

1.0.C. thoroughly, and choose suitable internships based on

your qualifications and objectives.

3. Your choice will enable your Coop Advisor to get a

better picture of what you are looking for in an internship.

The two of you will discuss the InsurillsnIll and

availability of your choices. Your Coordinator's

professional judgment and the supply and demand for

internships are two factors which must be considered.

He/she wants to match you with the most suitable internship

position that is available based on your skills and

objectives.

4. Internships are generally full-time (35 hours/week)

commitments. If you choose a voluntary internship and/or

have a part-time job a more flexible schedule can be worked

out.

5. You may choose to develop your own internship, either by

using the job you already have, or by finding a position on

your own. In. either case the position must be an

opportunity to meet the objectives of the Cooperative

24
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Education Program (as described on p.20), and be approved by

your Coop Advisor. These ore known as self-developed

internthips.

6. Once you and your Coop Advisor agree upon an internship,

he/she will send you on referral. If you have agreed on one

of your Coop Advisor's internships, you will be sent for an

actual employment interview. If you have agreed upon the

internship of another Coordinator, you will first speak with

him/her. If the match is good, he/she will send you for an

employmelt interview. If not, you will return to your Coop

Advisor to discuss other internships.

fl Emp)ovment Interview

During the interview, both you and the ecployer are deciding if

the internship position is right for you. Some employers will

give you a very thorough interview. Others will ask only a few

questions, and make a decision. Either way, you should be fully

prepared to use all the interviewing skills taught in the Coop

Prep course. If both you and the employer agree that the

internship position is right for you, you will report for work at

the beginning of the next quarter. If you are not offered the

internship, you will meet with your Coop Advisor to discuss the

reasons. Depending In what happened, the two of you will decide

on the best action to take.

25
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While on your internship, you must abide by the rules,

regulations and holiday schedule set by your employer, not by the

College. For example, if recess occurs while you are employed on

your internship, you do not take this time off from work. Note

that internships begin before classes start and end atter Classes

are completed.

Internshig Seminar

During the internship, you will be returning to LaGuardia to take

your internship semint First internship students will be

enrolled in T.A.R. seminars according to their major. These

seminars will provide the "R" or discussion of concepts taught in

your introductory T.A.R. course and Coop Prep. Attendance is

required. You must receive a passing grade in the Seminar to

receive a passing grade for the course. In cases where a

student's work schedule or internship location does not permit

the Seminar to be taken the same quarter as the internship, the

Seminar will be deferred until a later quarter. However, it

remains a requirement for receiving a final grade for the

Cooperative Education course.

On-Site Visit

The Internship Coordinator who placed you will set up an

appointment to visit you and your employer during your

internship. This is an opportunity to openly discuss your

-26
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experience. The Coordinator will be interested in the progress
or problems you are experiencing in achieving your personal
objectives.

11 table" atilt

Op aware of potential on-the-internship problems that may arise
including: work assignments differing from what was described;

interpersonal conflicts (sith other employees or with your
supervisor); excessive lateness or sickness on your part. Many
problems can be quickly solved if you take appropriate action
when they occur. Your first attempt should be to solve the

problem m nut ma. Use your communication skills. If your
best efforts fail, call your Coop Advisor or the Internship

Coordinator who placed you 1mn/11111x.

SIAIIII During S.29.2

In general, you should consider your internship and your seminar
a full-time educational responsibility. If you take additional

courses, you should not plan to take more than six credits.
Consider your ability to meet the responsibility of both
internship and courses. You must arrange a class schedule that
does not conflict with your work hours or your internship
seminar.
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The first three weeks of the quarter following your internship

are set aside for the Final Evaluation Conference. In this

conference with your Advisor, you will evaluate your internship

experience and plan for your next internship. It Is 4 malimg
meeting. Failure to attend this conference will result in an F

grade. You will be graded on the following:

I. Your Internship Seminar Grade accounts for SO% of your

final Coop Grade, .

2. The Internship Grade accounts for SO% of your final Coop

grade and in:ludes:

a. Your Employer's Evaluation of your work and the On-Site

visit Observation, and

b. Your achievement of ,the individual internship learning

objectives you identified prior to starting the internship.
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Mere are some Coop phrases and terms that you'll be hearing
throughout your stay at LaGuardia;

Exemoila Erelli Exemption Credit In Cooperativ* Education Is

presently granted for a maximum of three (.1) Coop credits. To be
eligible, you must: be fully matriculated; have successfully
completed at least twelve (12) LaGuardia credits; and have worked
full-time for at least six consecutive. meekIls. IT You ere
interested and eligible, speak to your Coop Advisor/Coop Prep
Instructor about applying. You will be expected to write a

substantial essay about your experience.

taallmtmal Sch111111 - Meekly schedules for meeting with
Advisors are posted in the Coop Central Office in Room M-204.
You must °sign up° or call (710)626-5484 to make an appointment.

Career . A field of specialization which generally contains a

progression of related Jobs, from basic entry-level to more
advanced level positions.

Ellg The Coop faculty person to whom you
are assigned through your Coop Prep course. Your Advisor is

responsible for assisting you in the placement process and for
grading you after each internship.

au Central, Office - It Is located in Room M-204. It Is the
main office of the Division of Cooperative Education. In it are
Advisor's appointment schedules and general Coop information.
You may leave messages for Advisors in their mailboxes.

,2
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on a part-time evening basis to the College in the Extended Day

Program. This applies to all extended day majors, with the

exception of fluman Services, Occupational Therapy, Dietetic

Technician and Education Associate.

Grilli You will receive 3 credits for each successfully

completed Cooperative Education course (includes internship and

Stainer). Since grades are submitted the quarter AIM the

internship ends, the grade that first appears on your transcript

will be a Z. Your actual grade is submitted after the final

Evaluation Conference is completed.

lauta . You are called an intern while working for a Coop

employer.

lauenships, The work or field experiences which all LaGuardia

Coop students take as part of their degree requirement.

Internships are used to obtain ducational and career objectives.

Internship logrAirallt - The person who matt you for an

employment interview.

laktultu Opprtunitiei Cataloqye - The book which describes

internships developed by the Division of Cooperative Education,

The I.O.C. is available from your Coordinator and may be

available in the Coop Central Office.

Job - The position within an organization that delineates the

work one is expected to do.

30
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Wand, Mae Assists students in obteining part-time or

full-time Jobs while attending CIAMS and will help in resume

preparation, interview techniques end provide referrals tor

permanent Jobs upon graduation. The Placement Office is located

in Room M-200.

Sdsj jrvj This is a required part of the Coop Prep

course. Students will be interviewed by an experienced

Interviewer for the purpose of precticing intervieming skills

covered in the course and getting feedback on interviewing

strengths and weaknesses. The Simulated Interview is all an

actual internship employment interwiew. It Is a warn-uo or

practice for it.

jjyj - In exceptional cases only, the Division of Cooperative

Education may waive one or more of the Cooperative Education

requirements for the degree. More information Is available from

your Coop Advisor.

Work . The productive use of time which helps to achieve the

goals of an organisation, either for pay or voluntarily.

Now return to page 17 and answer the Guide Statements based on

your reading.
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The Guide Statements bel4o *ill holo you focus on thP reading

which follows. Preview the Guide Statements now. When you

complete the re44ing, answer that% wefully. Write complete

seAtim@s it ;Alt 1ga mOttk, ohertver POSSIbItt. $14Adar4

English and proofread your 40000fS,

1. Explain the meaning of the term 'life accomplishment.*

VIWWWIIPWrIO.116MINWM=1,711,211.1MOVOMUMWM2mWmgmerOMAIMIIROMMINIMISWOMMIIMM2021WWWWIMINOSOM

2. Give three examples of possible life accomplishments.
4,

MININICOWIMMINIM

b.

C.

3. List three reasons why the Coop Prep course deals with your

life accomplishments.

MIPINIITIMMP

YENIVII07.

a.

b.

C.

=11011111110M1,

111.011.011RII6111=10,011.
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You now have 4 basic undorstinding of tho Coop proven and it

worts. This in(OrmatiOn his Wien yOu th4 14neral pktoire (4r

all LaGuardia students. Out what about you* personally/ Now do

you start to prepare for your Coop internship ow! coroge Ogyood/

(it you art already working and feel you nave a career* the

question niiht be put: *Now do yaw determine oher# 100 0414 to

go fron your present position) This 105sion begins that

preparation Or career assessnont by focusing on your lift

ISESIettilikalLtil

wail Aro Lift Isitulittuall

Lift accomplishments can be described in many days. They can be

soon AA perWel Alhall111114 JgccnitiA, ELIALLM,21
tilt Alli meaninl 121. They nay have taken place at hone, in

schcfole in a job* through a hobby* community activity* anywhere

at any tine la your life. They can be large or small;

recognized or unrecognized by others. The most important thing

is that um found the experionces to be personally Illigailge

noAn1no(91.4 or 1119.1.4111 Eicooloo 01A ght include: a job you

hold* a project you took part in* an award you received*

graduation from high school* something you learned* a goal you

reached* a problem you solved, a risk you took* a person you

helped* etc. Another way of looking at life accomplishments is

in terms of the roles you bold (or have WO la your life. For
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**all., daughter, ausb ad, no er, studeat, vOlontoor, friend,

toplow, etc. Aay of these roles nay have beea satisfylag,

neaaingful, or eajoyable.

Mx It Mt kW: Li kLt
'. e f

Thor@ ore three beStc reasons; why this SeSSIel4 0211 44*1 mith
llfe atcOop1 filluentS1

I. laUttflittit * 4 EtaitSi 91111 autIll*fs C°4" E!1!

Ittstattitt tiii w0tli iti

It is asier to deal wish tho future uhta you Arit 404re of

your posititt aperiences la the past. Our accooplishneats

reniad us that we can take oa atm challeages because me have

lready succeeded with sone old ones. %Mile it is invortsat

to look at mad profit free your negative titperlences, career

plaanlag (lacludiag upconlag internships) is Saud acre on

what you cam do, thaa on what you caOt.

2. Igulat ItIr kilt till tat Xmt 2 Lilaili
Int 111111.

in the third session of Coop Prep, you will be guided

throng% an *Inveatore of many different skills, feu mill

ideatify your personal skills by referring back to your life

acconplishaelits. After you hive convicted thl4 tso-stop

process, relating life accooplishnents to the skills

Inventory, the lotcras of your strongest skills mill become

clearer to you.
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atimattil Valli,

a ILILIA r

WO#tk4f f4y 4f* W0401 40 ifitcr,i1Sip 0014 job 141.@, lo

emir carmr, or a oretiotion, you mill Rood to

elsailat 4h04t your40(, lour 41411ity to i000voicate

positi*tly im oritioi mill be roflegAt4 ih $44if ft04vOt3

Positisit oral coonuoicatioo is also t t bAsis for 4o

leffectivo cooloyotat ioterviev. Your Isparta/4 lift

acc000lisOotats aro IA@ 14044$ of o*porieoces you mill moot

to prosoot clearly ao4 accurately io your mivilit sod

eoploysoot intorwiem.

PittVal tho oatorials for the lopCloss Activities hich follow.
put 40 mu wort on thoo at this tiot.

Nom ritura to pogo U sod a s or Ube Guido Stateovots based oo

your readlog.
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B. Describing Your Life Accomplishments

For the three accomplishments you consider most significant,

describe in detail what you did. The emphasis should be placed

on describing your actions in the situation, rather than what

happened to you. Write about your experiences as if you were

relating them to someone who does not know you at all. Impress

upon that person mly you consider each experience to be an

accomplishment -- e.g., you were proud of yourself, you overcame

a difficulty, solved a problem, etc. In oiher words, provide the

reader with the facts as well as your feelings about your

accomplishments. Each accomplishment should have a title and a

100-150 word narrative. Use complete sentences, writing in

Standard American English.

You will write one narrative in class. The other two will be

completed as part of your homework assignment.

Read the examples below and then describe any one of your three

most significant life accomPlishments.

EA42211 1:

Title: hly First real job.,

Details: When I was seventeen, I got my first real job. I

worked as a stock clerk in a local sunermarkett after school. At

first,, I only took items out of boxes and 211 them in order on

the shelves. One Au in December the regular cashier was out

sick. The store manager asked me to fill in. I was netxnula but

once I learned the m11=4 it was easy. I was a fast worker

and tried to keel the customers satisfied. Sometimes they were

37
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difficult but a smile gots a 11E2 way. The next summer the

manager asked me if I would help out in the Deli deiartment. I

had to make sure the food was fresh, and serve it courteously. I

was proud that I was asked to do these jobst because it showed

that ex manager had confidence in me.

Example 2:

Title: Graduating from high School

Details: One of ex greatest accosaiishsents was Rualtum from
High School. Some of ex friends dream" out of High School and

others were cutting classes all the time. It took a lot for me

to stick it out4 but I was determined to graduate. I worked xery
hard because some subjects, especially Hall,. were Quite
difficult. On graduation day I was verx halm:. I won an award

for liniu in the chorus. Hy parents were very ham, and took
lots of pictures. I had achieved a 9oal on ex own that I never

thought would be reached.
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Now it's your turn:

Life Accomplishment 01

Title:

Details:

NAME:
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Life Accomplishmsat .2

Title:

Details:

NAME:



Life Accomplishment, 83

Title:

Details:

NAME:



ASSIGNMENT DUE SESSION 3

1. Complete all three Life Accomplishment narratives, pages 39,

40, and 41. Proofread your work. These will be used in

class and collected at the end of the session.

2. Read Session 3, pages 45-52, and answer the Guide Statements

for Session 3, page 43-44, based on your reading.



GUIDE STATEMENTS FOR mum 3: IDENTIFYING YOUR SKILLS

The Guide Statements below will help you focus on the reading

which follows. Preview the Guide Statements now. When you

complete the reading, answer them carefully. Write complete

sentences, in yaps own words, wherever poisible. Use standard

English and proofread your answers.

1. Define the term *skill.*

2. Explain the importance of knowing what your skills are and

being able to communicate them to others.

3. Name the two basic kinds of skills and give three examples

of each.

a.

b.

4. Explain why a student should never say to his/her Coop

Coordinator: 9 have no skills.'



S. Explain the ralationship between your life acconplishnents

and your skills.



mum IDENTIFYING YOUR SErLS

This session continues your preparation for Cooperative Education

by focusing on the concept of skills. Actually, the concept of

skills should not be new to you. In Freshuan Seminar, you were

introduced to the terns abilities and skills as part of the unit

on Self-Exploration. Abilities and skills hove basically the

same meaning. In Coop Prep, we will use the tern skills because

that is the word most commonly used by employers.

Skills are the 'building blocks° of jobs, and In turn, careers.

A student who is "good with words' possesses a skill that can

help him/her become a teacher, an accountant, a marketing manager

or a systems analyst. If you kavl what your skills are, and can

commusisill then effectively to an employer, your chances of

being hired for a position increase dramatically. Sadly, the

reverse is also true -- if you don't know what your skills are.

it's unlikely you will be able to convince an employer that you

are the right person for an Internship, a Job, or a promotion.

Because skills are so important to your preparation for Coop, we

will be discussing than throughout this course: in later

sessions on resune writing, setting learning objectives for your

internghip, and interviewing.

%Mat Is a Skill?

There are many ways to describe a skill. For our purposes, the

term skill will be used in the most general sense possible. One

expert defines a skill 4S:

41.
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...sonething that you have to any degree but not everyone

else la the world does. For example, being highly

observant -- lots of other people are; but not everyone

Is. So lf you are, then it is a skill of yours. Skills

are denonstrated when you are doing something:

capacity, or a natural gift, or an instinct, or an

ability, or an artness, or an eye for, or an ear for, or a

knack for, or sonething you have a good head for, or a

proficiency, or a handiness, or a facility, or a know-how,

or sone savvy about sonething,...or a strong point, or
1

sone quality, etc..'

1

Crystal, J.C. and Oolles, Eh= RA j fil Lane utt Hie dx
1111 Seabury Press, New York, 1974, p. 20S.



Me will return to this description when you begin to identify

your skills.

There art also many ways to categorize different kinds of shills.

One approach divides shills into two basic groups vhich are

called 111/Ellutlil Skills and Technical. Skills.

IIIEWAIMAk Ilikkl

Interpersonal skills have to do with one's 011111 to relate a

gitlt gnat. These are skills which aost of us think of as

'personality qualities° or °character traits.° They include such

things AS how well you get along with others(such AS co-workers

and supervisors), deal with pressures and take responsibility for

your actions. Interpersonal skills are what eaployers are

tescribing when they say they are looking for soaeone who is

@liable, productive, and deinonstrate initiative.

TESMM1CAL SIMS
7

Technical skills are the #bilities, Ill til dowelopat !I Imam

Itt cut tt91dra, i MIMS function. They're often used

for dealing with idtmula and things. Examples of technical

skills are: ability to operate equipment gt machines (i.g..

typewriter, calculator, or zero*); and, knowledge of specific

lalltill (e.g.. Spanish. COBOL) or pziossit.srei (6.2.,

recordkeeping).



Loal filth ;look MU ad !hit ALI

Very often,

because we

people are unaware of their own skills.

rarely stop to think about our skills while

This

we

Is

are

using then. Rut consider the fact that throughout our lives we

are constantly dealing with people, Information, and thiegs.

This means that all kinds of interpersonal skills, and a nunber

of technical skills, can be developed while going to school,

raising a family, having a hobby, as veil as through work

experience. Unfortunately, Coop Advisor frequently hear students

minimize their xperiences, such as previous part-tine Jobs,

housework, or blue collar Jobs, thereby overlooking their own use

of skills.

an fated/ Of a plum With dlio pills*

2
Consicier the xanple of Gloria , a LaGuardia student who tells

her Coop Advisor: *I have no real skills. Hy only Job has been

part-tine as a sales person in a Oepartnent Store.* When asked

to describe her work. Gloria explains the following:

'Look. This Is all I do, and all I know boo to do. (very

day I:

-- straighten out the sales floor

-- say hello to custoners when they cone into ay area

-- ask then what they are looking for

-- tell them where to find what they want

answer questions they night have

-- give ny opinion as to which items are best

take the liens customers love selected

48
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-- figure out the total bill

-- give the custoner the bill

-- accept payment IA cash, check, or credit card

thamk the customer

Vow see, I really have mo

Nov let's look at Gloria's job IA a different vay. Instead of

describing her duties, let's analyze the pills she uses in

perforning her vork. Specifically, vhat she does vith people

(interpersonal skills), infornation and things (technical

skil;:).

Adopted frau !allege 11.N The Three 111111 gl Life 1114 atx II
g nue Ten Wad Prose. pOT

410
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CLOItlie'S JOS IN TOWS OP ItertiefetsottAL g TtOINICAL SKILLS

a
Description of Her

Duties What She Does With
Stroightens out sales
Roar

Says hefie to customers

Asks whM they aro Draws pawls out and
listens carefully

Tens them where to find
*hat they want

Answers questions they
might have

Caves spleen as to
'which items are best

Responds helpfully to
others

rakes Items customer
selected

Figure* out the total
bill

Usos a calculator or
cash rogislor

elves customer the
bill

Shavos sensitivity (poolmoi)

Accepts permit in
cask chedt, or credit
card

Bei 'Naves politely sod shows
appreciation
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Gloria, our part-time sales person actually demonstrated as many

as eleven skills -- skills that she could communicate to an

employer if she were applying for an internship or a job. Please

note that the same type of analysis for skills could have been

based on a non-work example, such as cooking a meal or driving a

car. So never make the mistake of saying: sl have no skills."

The fact is that you do have certain skills, whatever your work

background or major at LaGuardia happens to be. The trick is to

identify them.

Now Can You Identify Your Skills?

Many career experts tell us that one of the best ways to start

identifying our skills is to look at those situations in which we

feel a sense of enjoyment, satisfaction, and meaning. In other

words, at our life accomplishments. These experts reason that if

we consider a particular experience to be important or

significant, chances are that our skills are being used.

In this session of Coop Prep, your instructor will guide you in

identifying your skills based on your life accomplishments.

Preview the material for the In-Class Activities which follow,

but do not work on them at this time.

Now return to page 43 and answer the Guide Statements based on

your reading.

IN-CLASS ACTIVITIES FOR SESSION 3

If your have completed your three life accomplishment narratives,

you are ready to start identifying your skills. As you know from
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the reading, your life accomplishments are situations in which

you are very likely to have demonstrated your skills. They

provide you with the information needed to use the Estignal
1

pills invtalati.

Comaltins ths, PIrsonal Inventor./

On pages 55-57, you will find 62 different skills listed. There

are 40 Interpersonal Skills and 22 Technical Skills. While this

might seem like a lengthy list, it Is only a fraction of the

hundreds of different skills which people may possess.

Start by writing the title of one of your three life

accomplishments across the top of the chart on page SS, in column

1. Next, re-read your narrative description of this life

accomplishment. Make sure the details are very clear in your

mind, then, go down the list of 40 Interpersonal Skills. For

each skill, ask yaurself two questions: "In this tmosatilhersall

did I use this skill? If 19.4 how?" Remember, the definition of

a skill is quite general.

SKILL: "Something that you have to any degree, but not

everyone else in the world does."

You don't have to be a "master" of the skill in order to say you

used it.

If you did use a particular skill, and you can explain to

yourself, how. place and "X" in column 1 on the same line as the

skill used. If you didn't use a particular skill or can't



explain to yourself how it was used, leave the square blank.

Follow these steps for the entire list of Interpersonal Skills

for Life Accomplishment SI. Then, do the soma thing for the

entire list of Technical Skills. Kat: If you feel you have

used any skills which ore not listed, add them in the space

provided.

Repeat the same procedure for Life Accomplishments 02 and 03.

The previous examples of "Hy first Real Job" and °Graduating from

High School," pages 37 and 38 are provided as illustrations.

Your instructor will give further direction and assistance, if

needed.

1

Based on Bolles, R.N. and Zenoff, V.B., The Quick-Job Hunting
HaD -- A Fast Du to 11112, Ten Speed Press, FiFkeley,
Ii79, pp-1177.
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54
YOUR UFE ACCOMPLISHMENTS

PERSONAL SKILLS INVENTORY

w 1

INTERPERSONAL SKILLS 1What You Do With People'.

(being) alert

(being) assertive
,

(being) calm

conveying warmth/caring/support

(being) cooperative

counseling/guiding others

(being) curious

drawing people out

(being) enthusiastic

(being) firm

(being) flexible

helping/being of service to others

(being) honest

initiating new ideas/projects

leading/directing others

listening

(being) loyal

making people fall welcome ,

i motivating others

organizing others

(being) patient

(being) persistent

I
,

performing well under pressure i

planning/making decisions
IIMMENIIIMINNIMP.........,

thalnal "mimed 5R



f

vouit we ACCOMPLISHMENTS

/ P RSONAL SKILLS INV1NT

IN'TERPFASONAL SKILLS What You Do With P-..te

lbel file

(bein roductive

(bei I unctual

(bein: ) reliable

!being) self-rellant

selling/persuading/influencing others

(having al sense of humor

showing appreciation

showing sensitivity.to others

sluing up peoplefsituations

(beingi tactful

teaching/training others

(being) tolerant

n wipe tils

ildditional Skills:



S6

cr

/

YOU LIIT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

PERSONAL SKILLS INVENTORY

3 TECHNICAL SKILLS

anal sin Idle main

a ou o it n ormation
Inle

essemblin Ibuildin iconstructin

bookk .1n! tit n! financial records

budoatin Inane ! in ! mon.

calculatin!_icomputin!

creatin /inventing

designingladaptinglimproving

editing

examining/inspecting

fixing or !ring

handling with care or speed

(knowing other) language%

mooching

X

operating equipment of machines

organizing/filing/arranging things in order

playing attention to ditalls

problem-solving

(knowing) procedures

reading

surchIngiresaarchingiprowlding Information

taking inventory

writing

Additlonal Skills:
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kitilas !am: tursonal JLLL HANC;

When you have completed the Personal Skill§ inventory for ail

three of your life accomplishments, you will be able to identify

your skills. A good way to proceed is tO look for atteros, Are

there any skills which you have used in 111 11:21 21 tau IIIS

uslogliihmailt If so, Ii4t them here:

ARTIBWIWIWIW.MI.VTIPMVWVWW='=,2a.Vfle."MCW'WIW=e=eV..W.,

...........---- ......... ...............

Chances ore, these are your itrongni skills.

There are likely to be 4 number of skills you have used in in of

your life accomplishments. You may feel that ael of them are

also strong skills of yours. If so, list them here:

011.1.1.0.111614.70.111.

ANIMMINIIIIHNIMININIIIMMIdeMIKIMINOINIMMIftdaMs...0.1.11017.0404MMAIMI.O.

flemile=110101=111e

IIIMIIM111411.1117111.10 assmeeneme

Finally, are there any skills which were used in only 211 of your

life accomplishments, but which you consider to be an important

skill of yours? If so, list them here:

AMMINIMIA10111010/

This list will kst. collected at the Leo. of this session.



To sommerite, Identifying Your 514111% IS in important first stop

in preparing for your Coop internships mnd for career planning

beyond LaGuardia. Out Imam what your sillS aro, is only 4

pert of this largor process. You must alto be able to

WISIMISAlt them to potential employers effectively .. In writing

and orally. The next session of Coop Prop deals wi h how you can

effectively communicate About yourself in writing, through the

use of a resume.

ASSIGNHENT DUE Mill!! 4

1. Read Session 4, pages 60=84 And answer the Guide Statements,

page S9, based on your reading.

2. Be sure to come to the next session of Coop Prep with the

Preliminary Draft of your resume (pages 82.8e) 022111/4.

this will enable you to make the best use of the class time.



WIRE IMMO. WI Rita! t LIVO Lit! EMIL

The Guide Statements below will help you focus on the reading

which follows. Preview tht guide StatomootS new, Whoa You

complete the reeding, answer them carefully.

Label the following statenents as True (T) or raise (0).

Employers generally spend 4 greet deal of time reading

an applicant's resume

The appearance of your f@SUOUP is unimportant; it's what

you've done that counts.

.3. Make your resume 4S long as possible .- the more

information the better.

4. Errors on your resume will be more noticed than your

strong points.

S. The information you provide should be carefully

selected with the reader in mind.

6. The best format for all people to use is the functional

resume.

7. Clear, concise, and positive statements art cost

effective is describing your background.

What you include in your rfsume often depends on what

"works la your favor.°



Milt! la PALOS IQ * HAUL

ReSgae sm pronounce it with stress on the last letter, liLd an

sound It sounds very french, doesn't it/ Vell. it ii 4

french word, owing sunoary. Somehow. the English language

could not cone up With 4 better word of its own, lthough it has
been called 4 personal dila sheet or personal record. well go

along with the najority and refer to it as a resvoe.

A resune is indeed a simmer', of certain aspects of your life;

those past and present activities, accooplitiments and skill that
will enable a potential enployer to determine whether you 4re the

right person for a particular

Why should that be difficult to prepare/ Aside from questions of

appearance and format, which will be discussed later on, the

great difficulty in preparing a good re;une is that it oust

satisfy two very different sets of needs;

Your need is to give the enployer as much inforottion as

possible about yourself in order to oake a convincing CAS@

of your ability to °do the job.° At the Sege tine that you

want to be as detailed 4S possible, the enployer's very

different requirements oust be taken Into account.

at lull= or interviewer needs to be able to skin through

resume, grasp the essential inforoation, and absorb It in

as short a time as possible. How ouch tint is that?

Amazingly, it nay be no mor than thirty seconds to 4

minute.
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POO ebout the sible situetioas la which 1040 'Moo@ oey be

r44O.

first, 4% 4 studeat goieg for n internship interview, you

will take wpr ffA4A0 4ii4 0011 it to the Orterviewor, Thet

Wiwi probably hes scheduled 4 very flatted tioe for the

interview end will be able to devote only 4 soall pert of it

10 tooting over poor resime.

At other tioe% in your c4f0er, when you oey be applying (br

**or positions, you Ploy send 4 f@l40e together with 4 cover

letter in r t;o0n5 e to ea edvertisement. Vithout

eeeggeretion, your resuoe nay be one of hundreds, so that

again the reeder can devote only a oiniouo ealount of tine of

it,

from these situetions, it is clear that:

-- your resume oust be designed visually to present the

Opponent facts easily to the eyes of the readers

the language used oust be slople yet strong enough to

lopress itself on the oind of the reader.

no oistakes or sloppiness should be llowed to distract

either the eyes or the oind of the reeler.

For the employer or interviewer, the ravine provides the first

glimpse of what kind of person you are. Like your own

appearance, ft oust III ii ovr
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Pregerill tee Re oe==_=

Let's consider two basic aspects of prepa g your resume; 69'4

Mt tam heti (,rnieaoto)4041 tatt cmst taSitlAtl
(format).

tgeffilKe

Tho ros4ne 0004 to. attar, intl. Aindorittv) (Tholes 4f4

hat 4co4ptable.

Use 4 la' gl'. good qIit, oh 10 h0ed e4por. Op fvOt

440: lightweight or onionskin paper.

3. Leave margins of about one inch on both tho right and left

sidts of the page. A stellar space at the top and bottom

will provent the page from+ looting overcrowded.

4. Ter to Ut roue f04000 tO gat Rift 2.E. EMI
at most. (if you do hair@ 4 sctond pogo, be sure to ropeat

your nine at tho top and nunber the page: 2. Do not numW
the first page.)

S. °f oiltt Latatteiti Thu etag tA ni =Mt&
altSiatilte t 122.11112 2=21.1 12,1t ratota 11211. A
single error nay call sore attention to itself than any f

yoUr accomplishments

6. There should be, eo viiall mum on 4 resume beIng

submitted to a potential mployer. la the event that 40

error occurs while typing the original copy of your resume.
use a 'liquid eraser* or *white out° to carefOly nate
corrections. Once conpleted and proofread, nate sewerii

good quality *groat copies of the original. in the fature4
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you nay *4ot to teasiatc talktog tOyf Of44104i

proknal pi'*tcr , hler 40001t 4 C4(111001 CO#, tO 4

pbttatial 4.000,0r,

Tho, fornat pf 4 rosoime is tAt 4r4A' it it tt-3411,1141 414

let VI. 44 the p49e. TA041A th@tA i4 4 great debate owe(' what is

the *best* (*mat to use. th@f0 4f0 104 4t1101 ohich 4f*

90A0f41ll 4CtepteA,

Tho MEW littIttASI i ft :jit! gt4t4toom

0P*Parieace IA 1001/4f$0 order by dates, starting *ith tht oust

recent aad eadlag with the least rocemt. It also includes

otinte lafernatioa that *mold be feleuaat to the positioa you

art applyiAl tore such 44 44 obj@Ctiwto 4414

refereaceS. This is ogle of the most popular formats.

2. The 111012111 mita° groups your qualificatioas aad s ills

iota separate paragraphs *Alch clescribe the ckaracteristics

that they (400e in commeA. Not coasple, *Wortiag With

Childreao" or *leaping financial Records.* Oates CAA be

included at the lad. TAis Toren is typically used by

people mho have a highly *tried job history *ad by 'Apse who

are imterested la chamglag careers. Its stroag point is

that It wi1Iar*ze a broad backgrouad sad focuses it oa the

positioa you are appiyieg for.

On OR9fts NAIR, you will fled sanples the

historical/chronological tad functloaal formats



ttlltg *IV Mtll#T. 2,,

WO@ 00St 4opoft4At cvA404@rAtIOA tO Ifel4 IA 04+4 000f@ /44 ArOtO

eylif f*tomg IMp Apitri y444 00 ;A) O#44 444 kWe f444Af: 0,4
AO*00414, q*Ogfi@A(41.19 *A4 S**11 oili (04%***414 4 414i4A3i41

4"141" 14 41" P1MT 4114 0111 044r Pr@$@AtstiOA ttho4

iANtioAtioo OOP ki4* *1E4040 11,04 00r#4 rit;41t, WO@ WOW40§A*

4t@D4 CAA 0440 044 ?loft /44, 40Of44f40

firsts c4rof441* co4ti4#r L (4tts tilA411. oilk 41Al# 1101,

ioPriA$00A 004 4At@o4, (40r0 040.0# OW OACArost44A toAt

tOM OACIM4# nt *4** 4 WOO@ t041 CoAtritiAt04 (V lot

Amteadt4 41,14t1 t44$ clown lftorgl to **StO Ip*tt or 1014

tioo of 'lour ftoilte.

Oft@f010@ mOicA rOlon@ foroot 6@41. 440111 p'ove t4t4s. Coe

OOSt StWOAtt, tbt 414StOrici4/0rOmO1011c*1 formit

.. ride to orgoolto tko toctioos of toot' 4.ostot to Ott Uilv

eoSt main StAtta@o14 000 @01054$0?@ Oh* cOofoctoristics

tbst ore oott rolootot to 1.0@ typo of posittoo yoo

flmilly, ofitticiosto tettlag op 004r rqS*104 SO t44*t

critical imforrottiom stam0 oat am Of ow WOr 111@ rootor

to 'rasp asily amd (*ow es, eiMi tO oto topitol

lottors omdior amderliaim, to carofielly attract ottoottloo to

tile oast l000rtamt imforoatiom.)

Look at tba fornsts of Oa lanplo resomos am pogos 4.44.

Notice bow easily yON CO4 rtid t spOrt4Ot 1144,0r040049
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No matter which format you choose or how well you write your

resume, someone is bound to come along and tell you a "better

way." There is no "one" best way. The important thing is that

you fully understand mhI you choose to put (or omit) something on

your resume, so that you can feel confident when someone

criticizes your approach.

What Should You Include in a Resume?

Even though there are differing opinions, most employment experts

should probably agree with the following list of items, when

advising people on what to include in a resume:
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A (Always Include)
...."M=MMIMGMIINMIIIPIINMIIN.IMOtI

B (Sometimes Includ0 C (Never Include)

Name

Address

Telephone Number

College education

Honors

Work experience

Skills (technical
and interpersonal)

References:
reference
statement

Objective

Relevant course work

High School education

Memberships

Hobbies/interests

Extracurricula/
community activities

.......

Date of Birth

Marital Status

Weight

Eye/hair color

Race

Religion

Sex

Health

Number of children

Salary/income

Social Security number

Column A lists items that should always appear on a resume. They

provide the basic information that any employer needs in order to

consider an applicant for a position.

Column B lists items that can sometimes appear on a resume. They

should be included if you decide that they work in your favor and

are relevant to the position for which you are applying.

Column C lists items that should ne,, opear on a resume. These

items do not provide information that is relevant to an employer

selecting you for a position. More often than not, these items

can be used to "screen yr, out" in a discriminatory manner.
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Writing the Preliminary Draft of Your Resume

Now that you understand the basic purpose of a resume, and

realize the importance of preparing and planning your approach,

you will write a Preliminary Draft of your own resume. We have

provided section-by-section instruction and an outline for you to

follow. The format used is the historical/chronological

described previously. We recommend it because it presents

information in a very clear and organized fashion. All students

should complete the Preliminary Oraft4 as outlined on pages 022.

al, 84.1. before the next session of Coop Prep. (If you believe

that a functional format or different categories of information

are better suited to your needs, speak to your Coop Prep

instructor.)

Before reading the instructions below, turn to pages 82-8+ and

look over the outline for the Preliminary Draft of Your Resume.

Also, look at the sample resumes on pages 79-81.

Next, read the instructions for the first section of the resume

entitled HEADING. Fill in the corresponding section in the

Preliminary Draft. Refer back to the instructions if you have

any questions. Continue in the same way for each section of the

resume, first readins the Instructions and then filling in the

corresponding section of the outline.

If the instructions do mot answer some of your questions, jot

them down on the draft and ask them in class.
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Remember to fill in the Preliminary Draft completely before the

next session of Coop Prep.

INSTRUCTIONS

HEADING

It is not necessary to put the word "resume" at the top of the

page. Just begin with your name, complete address with zip code,

and telephone number, including area code. Put this information

at the top center of the page, starting about one inch from the

top:

MARIE HERNANDEZ
54-25 Millets Point Boulevard

Flushing, New York 11365
(718) 537-4536

Some people like to put their names entirely in capital letters,

for a point of emphasis. It's up to you.

OBJECTIVE (Optional, but rec.ommended)

Your objective is the position that you would like to obtain.

Try to state your objective in Ign specific and general, terms:

It should be specific enough to provide a focus, but general

enough so that you don't rule out possibilities that you would

consider.

For example. Secretary in an advertising firm is too specific,

especially if you would also consider working in a public

relations firm. Therefore, a better objective might be: A

position as a secretary in advertising or a related field.
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On the other hand, A assitiell related to business is too general,

because it shows no direction or purpose to what you are looking

for. Some better possibilities are:

To obtain a position as an administrative assistant in a
business office.

A position as a sales clerk in a retail store.

A position in a banking environment where I can apply my
communication and mathematical skills.

An objective should be framed with the position you are now

applying for (internship), rather than as a long-range career

goal. For instance, if you do not yet have the skills to be a

full-fledged computer programmer, your present objective might

be:

A position as a programmer trainee.

An entry level position in the accounting field.

If you have no idea what kind of position (internship) you want

at this time, do not include an objective in your resume. In any

case, an objective should not state that you want a position to

gain experience in a field or to improve certain skills. An

employer is not interested in what the position will do for you,

but what kind of job you can do for the firm. However, you can

say that your objective is to use or ugly certain skills in a

particular setting. For example:

An entry-level position in banking where I can apply my
mathematical skills.

A position as a computer operator trainee where I can apply
technical skills.
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Uhli Comes teal

Here you have a choice between Experience and Education,

depending upon which you want emphasized. If you have extensive

experience directly related to your objective, then your work

experience should come first. If, however, your education has

provided you with most of your knowledge relevant to the

potential position, put that first on your resume.

EDUCATION

Your most recent schooling comes first. What you are studying

now at LaGuardia is of greater interest to your prospective

employer because it is obviously on a higher level than what you

may have learned in high school.

College

I. Give the name of the college and the city and state it is

located in.

2. State your major.

3. Indicate the degree that you expect to achieve and the

number of credits you have actually completed.

4. List any awards or honors you may have received, such as

being on the Dean',s list.

5. An excellent way of showing that you have some background in

your field of interest is by including the relevaAt

coursework that you have taken. This is especially true ff

you do not hive any work experience in your chosen area.

Don't limit the courses you list here to only those which
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are part of your major. Include any courses that are

related to the type of position you are applying for. For

example, if you are looking for a position In computer

operations, you would of course list Introduction to Data

Processing and Operating Systems. But also remember to

include a Math course or a typing course (tor a data entry

position) if you have taken them. If your objective is a

secretarial position, besides your typing and stenography

courses, don't forget to add those in Business, Accounting,

or Oral communications that you may have taken.

Here is the format to be followed for Education;

LaGuardia Community College
Long Island City, Mew York
Major: Liberal Arts - Natural and Applied Science
Have completed 24 credits towards Associate of Science
Degree

Honors: Dean's List

Relevant Coursework; Biology I and It, Chemistry I.
Calculus 1, Vriting a Research Paper

high School (Optional)

Since you are now in college, it is assumed that you have

graduated from high school so that, strictly speaking, ft is not

even necessary to list your high school. If your career is

already underway, youi work experience and higher education will

be your most important qualifications. You might want to list

your high school if you took any courses relevant to your

objective or if you won any awards. If you obtained a General

Equivalency Diploma (G.E.0.), it is not necestary to indicate

this on your resume. Just omit any mention of high school.
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The format for information about your high school education is

essentially the same as the one for your college data.

Grover Cleveland High School
Brooklyn, New York
Honors: Typing certificate

Relevant coursemork: Typing, Accounting

EXPERIENCE

Here too, you Ilia with nut most recent assition and list the

others going backwards In time. Your first job would thus be at

the bottom of the list. Don't forget 'to include part-time,

summer, and/or volunteer wort.

What if you were out of the Job market for a while?

You should also fill in the chronological gaps that might appear

in your experience. For example, a woman who began working after

high school may have interrupted her time In the job market to

raise a family and look after her hone. She can indicate this in

the following manner:

1/72 - 3/80 Homemaker

For Each Jobj. Indicate:

1. Dates worked. - it is usual to indicate both the month and

year you started on the job and the month and year you left.

If you worked during the summer you need say only:

Summer 1980.

2 Eeployer - Give the name of the company (organization) and

the city and state where located.
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3. 421 Title - This gives the reader a quick idea of your

exporience. If your job had no title. *create* one that is

most in line with your objective, for example. Clerical

Assistant, Assistant to the Manager, etc. (The job title

goes under the employer's mine and should be underlined.)

4. Tour actual Alan -- the sp,cific jponslb1fltIes -- that

211 are now elastelas, or matonlod In the gni.

alb When describing your responsibilities do not use the

word °I° since it would have to be repeated so many

times. here is one case where a sentence without a

subject is acceptable!

Use specific "action° verb phrases to describe your

work. For example, instead of °general office work,*

try to describe each of your actual tasks, such as:

Responsibilities include(d) nailing brochures.
checking invoices, and greetins clients.

Pay attention to the proper tense in describing your

duties. Use the present tense for a position you

currently hold, the past tense for a previous job.

A key step Is to refine your job description so that they present

your experience as advantageously as possible to your potential

employer. Study the following list of *Action" Verb Phrases and

unlit any of your'job descriptions which are too vague or

general. Wherever possible, emphasize the actual results and

4SS222111bnall of your work. For example:

Reorganized department's filing system which improved staff
efficiency,
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or

Sold approximately 000 worth of men's clothing per week.

or

Mon Teller-of-the-Nonth award

or

Planned recreational activities for 200 children ages 3-7.

Note how the following format allows the reader to grasp the

essential intorostion quickly:

EXPERIENCE

I/80 - Present Paula's Boutique - Flushing, New fotkalmuLto Retponsibilities include
customer sales, stock and inventory
work, ticketing merchandise and
operating cash register.

5/79 9/79 Camp Wyatt - Hunter, New York
Coun tor - RensibiHt4es included
superv s ng a group of six cbildren, ages
7-10, in camp activities such as swimming,
softball, hiking and boating.

SKILLS

This category gives you an opporturaty to mention any special
skills which were not included in your Job descriptions so Oat
you want to highlight. Refer back to your Personal Skills

11/1212up pages 55-57, in Session 3 to help you here.

1. Technical Skill,

List the machines or equipment, you %now how to operate, sm.* .

as thz typewriter, calculator, or xerox machine. (For data

processing hardware, give the manufacturer's name and model
number* e.g.* ION Keypunch 029.) Under the Skills heading*
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you should indicate your typing speed, let's say, 40 won.

If you type less than 30 words per ninute, and can be

accurate (slowly), say 'Light typing.* If ye. have reached

o good speed In stenography, you should nention that to:,

e.g., 00-100 men.

Also, Indicate any Imam you nay know besides English or

any mull plestdlai you can follow that were not

nentioned above (e.g., energency life saving or first aid).

2. IntItation41 auii
Your job description nay have included the fact that you

answered the telephone In an office. But, it would not

state that the telephone was constantly ringing and you had

other duties to perforn. In spite of the pressure, you

found you were able to do very well. Therefore, under

skills you night nention:

Stork well under pressure

in Mil 2rItt shigld 111111 It 11.11100

That depends on the type of position for which you are applying.

if you will be working in an organization where Spanish is

spoken, your knowledge or that language should cone first. If

you expect to be doing office work, you night want to list the

nachines you can operate. kiere Is one possible say of listing

skills:
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SKILLS

Hachines: *trove Oictapholio. Calculator
Typing: 45 wpn
Laeguage: Fluent Spanish
Compose own business letters
Work well dnder pressure

Note that for stills, as for job duties, you sAlould omit the *V

subject of your sentences. However, the verbs for all skills are

always written in the present tease.

EITRACURRIMAR ACLUMEI (Optional)

Ttis category can also be titled MEMBERSHIPS if you are listing

club; or organizations you belong(ed) to or 11101STI if you are

listing hobbies or activities that you participate in.

Ettracurricular activities thet demonstrate sore organization or

leadership ability should definitely be nentioned. Amy volunteer

or community work that was mot included under Evperience is also

appropriate here:

Treasurer, Accounting Club at LaGuardia Coomunity College
Organized a rock music band in High School
fund raiser for Cancer Care in Queens, UT

A few interests or hobbies may be included but again ask yourself

whether they improve tIse picture of yourself that your resume is

presenting or whether they detract fron it. Partying or looking

at television will hardly Improve your Image. Some good

possibilities are: canping, playing a nusical instrunent,

swimming, sewing, playing basketball, etc.



SEEOLMI

neferences are amps of people who can supply sone positite and

lueoll information about you, whether at work or In school

It is ell Decessitx to lime the wanes of your references in your
resume. All you Ocoee to state is:

Furnished upon r q est

or

Available upon request

Noviotor, you should have in nind at leari.t. three references since

you mill be asked for then when filling out an eoploynent

application, These should be former or present supervisers or

enployers, and at least one instructor oho keows your work well.
it is good idea to get in touch with the people you intend to

give aS references and requet pernission tO use their 4009S.

This also hal the effect of resindleg then who you are.

Sonetines, firms 41SO want a personal reference, a friend who has

known you for sone tine aed cao vouch for your character. This

should preferably be a nature person, who is not a goober of your

family.

Uhen going On an interview, nake sure yOu take along the naneS,

addresses, and telephone nuobers of the people you plan to use as

referenCOS,

in't1 itegalli Itt ettlieltitz Itai 01 XII!: Minis 1,"4

4244n #t itlEll °a 2131 LL ,40d ;OM= .11t tilt Ile
!!!41 er "Watitt ,_44Attt't fr stkIsrlA tOlt tu 14eiC!qt1 ,1

/1
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zu na 12 La is 11111. TOe to-Class octiwito for Ube post

sessiom of Coop Prep vill bolo sow to rovlev sod refloo your

Prolloioary Draft.

to* rotors to psso 59 *mO sosioir tto Colds Stittoosts bssot ea

soor romlimg.
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StdPLL RESUME HIST2RUALLEHRON2L501S611 FiladAT

OpECTIVE

EDUCATION

9/83 - Present

EXPLRIENCE

8/83 - Present

6/82 - 7/83

LESLIE ADAMS
323 East 18th Street

New York, New York 10024
(212) 326-4097

To obtain an entry-level position in banking
where I can ovply my mathematical
skills.

LaGuardia Community College
Long Island City, New York
Major: Business Administration
Have completed 21 credits toward
Associate in Science Degree
Dean's List

Rtlevant coursework: Introduction to
Business, Principles of Management,
Accounting I and II, Writing for
Business

Essex Manufacturers - New York, New York
Fi ure Clerk - Responsibilities include
ca cu aTTWi daily sales and returns,
completing monthly reports, filling new
orders and answering telephone requests.

Montoro Supermarket - Astoria, New York
Cashier - Responsibilities included
7TWiTiii up sales, packaging
merchandising and closing out register.

SKILLS Knowledge of adding machine and
calculator

Tactful in dealing with others
rluent in Spanish

EXTRACURRICULAR Active member of LaGuardia student
ACTTMTET----- AssociatIon

Voluntary Nurse's Aide at Bellevue
Hospital

Sing in St. Peters Church Choir

REFERENCES Available upon request



LESLIE ADAMS
332 East 18th Street
Now York, Now York 10024
(212) 326-4097

08JECTIVE

To obtain an entry level position in banking where 1 can apply my
mathemefcal an0 communication skills.

EDUCATION

September 1983 - Pr4iett
LaGuar4ia Communitl, College - Long Island City, New Yn.
Have elmpinted 21 ,,odits toward Associate in Science Desvee in
Bus4ne4s !,doinfstration.

Relevant cour!-qork: :ntroduction to Business, Principles of
Management, Ac.Ionting I and II, Writing for Business.

EXPERIENCE

August 1983 - Present
Essex Manufacturers - New York, New York

Fi ure Cle k - Responsibilities include calculating daily sales
and return., completing monthly reports, filling new orders and
answering elephone requests.

July 1982 - June 1983
Montore Supermarket - Astoria, New York

Cashier - Rnsponsibilities included ringing up sales, packaging
meFalitd14e, and closing out register.

SKILLS

Knowledge of adding machine and calculator
Tactful in dealing with others
Fluent in Spanish

EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

Active member of LaGuardia Student Association
Voluntary Nurse's Aide at Bellevue Hospital
Sing in St. Peters Church Choir

REFERENCES

Available upon request



st.telt BEWIE LUELiith LEW

JOHN THOMAS
45-19 37th Avenue

Jackson Heights, New York 1117
(718) 917-0341

DOJEUIVE

A position as an assistant store manager in a large retail
operation.

EIPERIENrE

Management - was responsible for the operation of 4 variety of
retatriFchandise departments. Involved the supervision of 7-15
employees, delegating duties, assigning work shifts, writing
employee evaluations, planning merchandise layout on sales floor,
and insuring effective cus:omer service.

Inventorx Control - Organized and maintained inventory control
systems aloWiUTE the supervision of inventory staff. Have
working knowledge of inventory procedures Including audit and
running inventory, requisition, and supply procedures.

Sales - Developed an excellent sales ability through extensive
;inwith customers In numerous merchandise areas.

OVAIERs

August, 1977 . Present
Syms Clothing Store - e4w York, New York

Nay, 1971 - July 1977
Alexander's Department Stop! - Rego Park, New York

EDUCATION

September, 1982 - Present
LaGuardia Conmunity College - Long Island City, New York
Have completed 48 credits toward Associate in Science degree in
Business Administratiop.

REFERENCES

Available upon request
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PRELIMINARY DRAFT OF YOUR RESUME

Refer to the Instructions on pages G0.77 and the sample resume on
page 79.

OBJECTIVE

WaTUWWT-57-7175WWEURT----'

EDUCATION

/ present LaGuardia Community College
mo. yr.

Long Island City, Now York

Major:

Have completed

Associate of

Honors:

(Your name)

(street addre )

(city, state and zip code)

(telephone number including
irea code)

credits toward

Degree

Revelant coursework:

111
OIEDINIMMIIMMINNIm.wI

(Optional)
/ name of high school

mo. yr. mo. yr.
city and state

Honors:

EXPERIENCE Remember to list the most recent position first and go
backwards in time.

mo. yr. mo. yr. [name ot companyr
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-/--
mo.yr.

--/--
mo.yr. mo.yr.

awwWWW,SWPWWWWWSli-U.WWWWWWUJIW

z-tflsnfi'nSISflaflflflfl2aaflfl

a
MWWWWWIMSW2WMIOSAW.WiAWasoOMMAWWWWWIWI

wwwwilosiwfW1wwwwwliwywslowsumwmw ..... lowWiw.loWwwswaWwwwwswanwomwvwsrow.....wwwwwwwwwlamwwWwftisOwom

wwwwwW..01.wwwbasese0,11wwboOmmlwoWirmw.w.MMairwmAnwwwwomwolmanwoowlmawswomwoorsmw.SmisawawWww.w.WW,

--Ts art-mu

WINWINYWD.W.IWPOW

IIIMOWIWNIMMIWAWWW.W.WASNOY*.fve000.110MOWWWWWIIMMAW.W.WO

scEour rosponiliaTTrair

11W.WamoWW.NoirWwwwWwwwImowa.W.11wWolormw

WwwWWw.wWwwwWWWWwWww

(Continue this format on the back of the page if you have had more toau
three jobs.)

SKILLS (iist in their order of importance to your objective)

IWIPWalli!

I.WrwibmONNWWW.W.W,WomftwwwwwWWWWw
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VILM9BRIC9W tSTWILLE (Option")

71111N00111111111.111.Z. IllarginINI ankstovassamwtstrameormiraxacasmet IMISIMAIII 3.S. 731i.eg Mr74,1.4,61..VITS MIVNIOVW sem

srswwswmsmwrmmrwwwsommopqmwmwow arowswswertraeloverlaw ow- lawmtrowormevarlot amp «: x V,11.71Iti.a.71,101E111

1.W.W.WW,10.10WPMM.Sel,,,OVESOMI.V.kaivermstatte

Avolloble upon roto4st
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,1.17. 05s T'ta reit 50.10/1 4

Now that you have comeleted the Preliminary Draft of your resume,

the next step will be to review the information you have gathered

and check its completeness, its relevance to your objective, and

its accuracy*

Chtstia2 Tout tuliminarl nrift

As your instructor di$cusses each Section or the resume, check

your Preliminary Draft to see that you have included ali the

necessacx information, and Int/ the material which is rtlevent to

your objective. hake certain that yeu have given assItat data.
Also ask any questions you nay hA * jotted down while filling in

the Preliminary Draft.

"ACTON" VERO ElEASES

Refer to this Hsi when you write the job descriptions for your

resume. It vi'l n.bU you to be clear, concise, and positive in

your descriptions. The Hit will give you examples of phrases

that onphisitg the Aiiionx you engage(d) In to carry out your

wort.

Tht list Is organized eccording to laical 421 situations which

many LaGuardia students have had. however, don't limit yourself

to these suggestions. If you have tither good °action* verb

phrses that better describe your work, by all means use them!

85
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DIRSILEtidfi

Computing the payroll, invoices, etc.
Keeping books, financial records,

ledgers, etc.
Posting eccounts
Operating calculetor, addinn mechines,

etc.

FILM MR _ea HOlif.

riling letters, ifvoices, orders, etc.
Maintaining filing system
Organizing filing system
Keeping records up to date
Sorting Out 04ii
Distributing mail

Unqsiti 10111Es

Ordering supplies
Nrchasing supplies
Checking shipping lists, invoices. etc.
Keeping inventory records
Taking inventory
Folloving up i..ters

SaLEil Ill AN Ausi g ! STORE

Selling merctaadise
Recording sales
Operating cash register
Soliciting orders over it;,e ohone
Taking cash
Serving customers
Pricing nerchandise
Arranging Items on shelves
Handling complaints
Balancing cash at end of day
Processing orders or elates

PACLIIRt MR LILLtaqmt

koceiving visitors
Screening visitors
Answering questions or inquiries
Directing visitors
Answering telephone
Handling switchboard
Making telephone calls
Talking orders over the Own@
Placing orders over the phone

sEqUARLAIL goRE t.1,2 TIEMS

Taking dictation
Typing letters, menoranda,
charts, etc.

Composing own letters
meking reservations
Scheduling appointments
SettIng up 'meetings
00erating dictaphone
Filing out legal documents
Proofreading documents
Editing documeots

-ANtRAL SITUATIOS

supervising other people
Devising a system
Initiating a program
Proposing improvcoests
Coordinating 4 program, project

WORK AS A CAMP COUNSELOR

Organizing trips, recreational
activities

Supervising children, other
counselors

Teaching swimming, crafts, etc.



!WOW!! (144 .9li

in the assignment which follows, you will use the Preliminary

Draft 46 the basis (or completing the first typewritten draft of

your resume,

1, Comreft tilt !leo rirsi Drill of Your Re suee fol1ois steps
and E, boo;

4. P1'011'41)44 Yte. Pratra Rraft

serore you begin typing, artoirtod your handwritten

Pre)toilary Dr4(t (Or 2114m4rA ond

1101111, us, 4 lissianary dhd 4 Loa from one of your

writing courSes wherever necessary. Pay particular

attention to proper verb tenses, the correct use of

commas, and capital letters, and of course,

perfect spelling. It is easier to make corrections

before you begin typing than to make them as you type.

b. URI Dr4fc

As you copy your Preliminary Draft, refer to tht 11'1211

4111o1 on page 79. This will give yOu AA ide4 of how

to lay out the format for your resume, and what the

finished product should loot like.

C, Etalfri46 Your Lull firtt Rua
NOW proofread your typed first draft, following the

Checklist on past 89. Chetk off each item as you

proofread. If you have errors and casnot erase then

cleanly, retype the draft and proofread again.

Finally sisn the stat ment at the end of the
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ProOfreadino Checklist, attach caper clip it to 4

sm of your (05uo04 444 kalt 41 the OO*1

1oo f Coop Prep, Your resume will 04 be ackepted

unless the sigo#4 Proorreading Checklist Is attached.

'Nur instructOF will review your re$O00 and recommend

any 04Oge; Of losprOVOOOOt;, 14/01V *111 44vilO you 4;

t4 whether or oat 4 second drart is necessary.

2, Road Session So 9z=g8 ind answer the Guide 41eatot5 fOr

SQSSiOn S. P49O 90-910 based on your r#4d1A-go
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San VAILIKILA r I AM, LI !MOS 149t tiO1 WM.)

T/10 Gold@ tot00@oti b@low will help Y00 focus on *he reellog

)00 toilow4.2 Pf@OtM thig 6410 4t4t14#41,§ 44** ia

coselete the readinit *Astor then carefulti. Write conplOo

in StD Of04 WhqLtwCr postiblo. Use stand*fd

En9lish *04 Proofe@: answer.;,.

I. tikplAin aoli4g ne*nt 4 the tern odS.'"

=1., M ,MC Mcr M.ms m , '75,Me ..L.CWPMCMC MCMICWCIM,CC.Mt,MM MCWM*CPMCMM,07,MC,M,Mt.m.C1 .,441^..

MMMMMM,...MCCI,MG,MM$0,M,IMP,10,,,..,,,,,..MC=
,MMC.,,M,MCMCM/401,4COMPTM,WMCCIMMOMMCMCW.MW,MCMCMC7145MMMICIM.::,77M,=1,,M.Mt.WMCVF.41.

(*pi#in the stoienents *Needs is * A,P. concept.*

1MMIMMWM,_..SparMS M.ftromWOMMIMIm .MMOIMMCCOMPVWCWNMI=Cbmgr

=MC IMM,V,M,MC m ,MIIMMIMMAIMMOMMM,MemMOVmMigmmomMt OMM COMem-P=MP W.M.COMMMMC MIEMMCMCMMM MM.10,51M MC

3. Identify the three najor type4 '4 needs discussed in the

reading. for each type, list three exanpies of how es*

moWs c40 he s#tisfied IP Of WaSidt of the warkpielie.

4$ ReedsMMMEMMMMi

V.P.Mft mop., .,cccipig,

'" aftmCW.C...00.MCI

=MC-MM. MM.,. 4MAM

b.

se.releme....e.eume memweete, ee

.41M001MM wMMNVMMMMMVMMnmmMMMMmoMmcMMmCMMMM

.....MMM"...MMMAMMMMOCCIMMOMMI*IIMMIMMOMM.CM.M.CIMM.

MMmm.mmmeeeMersellermaelecutmesee,vmmmir

C.
MIPIMPICMIIMMCMIC

oleeds

mcemem~.1.00.M.M.m.McmcMc.menc.emcmeMccearecireirMa

1....MWmie.MwoCIEW.m*Memmuremomormftmeme.mm.s.1WMoW...wpflm.

MemM,CeemereemeMemeelerelMarlOm,M.

INCOVVWCIP,MIWOMMCmil.WWICM=MMWMO.* MM OMMMM

sifteds

iommcnilMatowirMet=c7Mlir

JIEMCP
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lqpo /ow me@re 044 4A t r WIPOitt0 ilwA41 40 03:41.

to toc, h4000
It fi "1 elpy question to -*A.vor.

1141'04w 4ftgr 000*g At vont 140 AiliAt 4bit to A44t
toAie of the things 46 4 6WICOW Cr, 4 A4co loo4

health, a happy sarriage. V@ 9

WI; 4 list hf httfs log
woul4 se@lk to fulfol I. order IA te1 cohfohf with your 4441.

frOng to satisfy these he 4$ 45 tOt drivinq forte OC#11M4 4Ay Of

OluT 4IIIORS f decisloos. 0 ICA Ot night hot tit 4.044rc Of wAy

*bit to switch careers, schwe to ahother town, or too, a 4-0* car,

howoutr, if ste Iwo sore About 'which ote4$ wp fct) 4ft 011011,

isportaht we uill discover the reasons 6.411A4 6060 of our
Act40As .

51nct 'most Of us will *Oeh4 o 10*Jor ;wt. of Our IwortSm Ar4r6
workimg, our jobs And careers Woos iftrortant Art4A$ thret40

*Mc% we seek to satisfy our Otf14, HlvirtVer. V@OPie otttt ftoi
it topossible to satisfy la of their *sods through oorvihg.
They look t ther experleoces Suth 46 (4101iitS; tilt%bi*tf, 4114

utside Ihtorests, as well, Thr purpose of this stssiat is t4

discuss throe usjor typu$ of no@ds and boo Imola ;tek 10 sati;fy

these hoods Iro and out of the workplace. j, we an Ls! welt.%
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whish Mai A alekat IL our importAal MALL ta till Etakilal /all

lAililltd lat Ek Aad gad= Marl Liii1i.. IL ta

ita L21/111 Ihut a#241 pal Ulu all AI tack littaaah LIE 1.111.2a

and tursalignil Alli linstiA a/ in Ina 0.21:1 Lath 12 Ltil

satisfied and ha2Ex with sur lives.

The Concegti If Need1 Is a I,A,R, wan

Recall that the T.A.R. sequence helps you transform your

internship setting into a learning experience. This means that

while you are on your first internship you will observe how

various concepts apply to you and your internship department or

organization. These concepts are called T.A.R. concepts. Needs

is one such concept.

The activities in this session will enable you to understand the

concept of needs. While you are on your internship, you will be

asked to observe if and how your needs are satisfied by your

employer. In the Seminar, your class will discuss and analyze

these observations.

1

Another term which you may recall from Freshman Seminar is
values. The terns "needs" and "values" are both used to explain
7/57iiiople behave as they do in making career and li e decisions.
Technically, a need is defined as something which motivates a
person to strive for a particular goal. When the goal isreached, the need is satisfied or fulfilled. For example, we
might say that people pursue career goals in acting because of aneed to be creative and express themselves. Values are thoseTFTWgs which a person feels are desirable or "good.° We could
also say that people choose acting careers because they value
creativity and self.expression. Either way, you shoulati
familiar with both terms. In the reading which follows, the word
"needs* is use37--
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What Au the Difftrant Ines of Hull?enS

Because we are each individuals with our own personalities and

past experiences, we differ in which needs we feel are the most

important for us to satisfy. Are your needs the same as those of

your parents? Probably not. Furthermore, our needs do not

remain fixed or constant -- they change over time as we grow and

mature. Just as your needs are now different from what they were

ten years ago, you can bet that ten years from today, they will

have changed again. However, experts who have studied our

changing needs throughout adulthood have discovered there are

broad categories of needs common to all human beings. There have

been many different approaches proposed to classify these needs

(Maslow, for example). In Coop Prep we will divide needs into

three major types: economic needs, social needs, and ego needs.

ECONOMIC NEEDS

Economic needs are those needs which are concerned with Ittlinins

the basic necessities of life and feelino secure about having

them. We all need food, shelter, health care, and protection

from danger. Since, in our culture, few of us still grow our own

food or build our own homes, we must purchase these necessities

from others. Work is the major way we provide ourselves with the

means to obtain what we need to survive. The money we earn is

what we use most frequently to acquire the basic necessities.

However, once we have acquired the basic necessities, we also

want to feel secure about having them. For example, pension



plans can guarantee workers future financial security. Medical

coverage provided by our employers can give us confidence that we

will be able to have good health care. These benefits would cost

us a great deal of money if we had to provide them ourselves.

Therefore, our employer is helping us meet our economic needs

without directly paying us in cash.

While the satisfaction of economic needs is important to all of

us, which way we prefer to fulfill them indicates our personal

work needs. Some of us seek positions where the primary economic

benefi+ is a high salary. Others might be willing to receive

less salary if a position provided extensive medical coverage and

a generous life insurance plan. For these individuals, the

guarantee of future financial security is a greater need than a

large Income now.

SOCIAL NEEDS

Social needs are those needs we have to be latall as 4 member

of a 2E112 and to have latiiixin2 relationshim with others. We

are all members of several groups. We belong to families,

neighborhoods, clubs and teams. Many people look to their

workplace to fulfill their social needs. They form friendships

with co-workers. They are active on company athletic teams. Or

they meet new people through their work, such as customers or

clients of their company. There are even cases where people have

turned down promotions because the promotions would have required

them to leave their friends at work. Other people fulfill their
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social needs outside the work setting in their leisure time.

They do not mind jobs which require them to work alone and might

even prefer to be only casually acquainted with their co-workers.

EGO HEEDS

L22 attli ihait attgi It tat is at! PrQm4 IL tuitim

a f211 rIspesta atm. In our society, success in the

workplace is one way we can prove our skills and abilities.

Therefore, many of us seek to fulfill our ego needs through our

work or careers. There are two major ways our ego needs can be

satisfied. One way is through the wnrk Intl themselves. If our

work tasks are challenging and require us to use skill and

creativity, we can feel proud of our abilities. When we receive

recognition for handling our work tasks well we feel good about

ourselves. We can say the work itself is meeting our ego needs.

The second way our ego needs are met in the workplace is through

the malls of success. These can be such things as a fancy

office, an expense account, or an impressive job title such as

vice-presid/nt or department manager. These symbols indicate to

others that me are important people or valuable workers.

Most of us seek to satisfy our ego needs in both ways - through

interesting work tasks and the symbols of success. Some people

make clear choices between the two types of ego need

satisfactions. For example, a social worker who works with

senior citizens might derive great satisfaction from helping

others live better a life. However, she is unlikely to have a

spacious, beautifully-decorated office or to be able to afford a
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luxury car. On the other hand, there are people who have all the

symbols of success, but 4fe bored or dissatisfied with the work

they do. A 'cameo; example 04s Charles Ives, who W45 a highly

successful executive in an Insurance company. His real ego

satisfaction came from the music he composed in his spare tine.

after his death, he became recognised as one of this country's

greatest composers. Charles Ives also illustrates that ego needs

can be net outside of the work setting.

V.141 EU Adv4ftliles ei EntitS !W. N"4,17

While the three major types of needs described are important to

all of us, each of us has a different order of importance in

whlchweplicethetn. Ktowin 1191 122! 11.241 it2 al 1112 122

2.14n 4 Sari= related to 1212 of 12er 1121tiant auti. If Your

most important needs involve future financial security, you might

look for opportunities which provide strong pension programs,

such as the Civil Service. If you place a high value on good

social relationships you could seek positions with a lot of

°people contact° like sales or customer service. If you get a

lot of ego satisfaction from the challenge of problem-solving,

you may consider work which involves computer programming or

accounting information systems.

Secondly, if you are a student who is now working, imowing /291

!MAI Ila e1 /la to evaluate the amnion prol4n/ly hold.

Is it meeting your needs? Can it ever? Should you strive to
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satisfy sone of your need *. outside of work/ Chans) your

position? These are kOy Questions fOr your personal 4reer 4nd

life plans.

The la-Class Activity which Pillow, asks you to listen* to

worker describe her job nd then to consider whether her

personal ateds are being net, this activity mill give you

practice In the type of careful listening and obser4in9 you will

need to do while you are on your internship1 jj the

nuterials for the In-Class Activity but do 294 too k on then at

this tine.

Now turn to page 90 and answer the Guide Stitenent s. based on your

reading.
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In this activity you will *eavesdrop° ol 3 elephone conversation

in which a worker is discussing her job. l'ou will be asked to

identify the laii the worxer gives about her jobs nAke

ixlmull about :ler needs from whit the says; and, make a

lititernt 43 to whetner you think sot his nade important needs at

this time.

The terms facts, inferences, and judgoents nay be nem to you, if

you have not token any oral ski114' courses at LaGuardia. It is

important to understand the neaning of these terns because they

011 be used frequently in your first Internship S1201,14f. They

art defined as follows:

FACTS

Behavior or objects we can observe through our senses (sight,

sound, touch, taste, or snail) are considered facts. For

exanple: °My math instructor is wearing a blue shirt,* is a

statenent of fact.

Opinions, interpretat,ions or conclusions about facts are called

Inferences. For example, aNy oath instructor's favorite color

nust be blue," is considered an inference (about the fact that he

Is wcar1n a blue shirt).
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Opilliorq or personal f@Wit304 0110 OVAIV4tf f4gAl 44 good or

btd, positive or negative, or which advise a porticular course of

tctIon ire ctiled judgments. ror staple: 94 oath instructor

loots good in blue clothes,* is 4 judgoent. So ist *14y oath

instructor doesn't loot good in blue clothes. Ho ahould soar

brown.*

Mith these definitions In 'mind, preview the Guide Stateoents

which follow, and them read the story !Ili ig Richu?
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Jjj ttiMIXILI ES! LIE 11:atti liclia!/4 19 !LW/

In the story WI a tittesle Oonnit talks bout her job 45 6

buy@et clerictl, this esercise asks you to consider the facts

and opinions Oven by Oonnie, in order to detersfno which of her

needs 4f? being stti4fied and which 4,4! 40t,

1. Identify at letst three facts you i*44rfil 40QUC 40441641

present job 4S t buyer's clerictl. (feu cam list sore if

yeu spot Own ia the stool')

4,

b.

c.

4.

U.IIM.V.WINPIMPSWISOV6110.71.1i0WWW10.101.71110,VMDMI.VI.V.PVW
14.110h71011VVIOWVOMMIMIWIWOUPTIOVOMOINVP

"..r.,1-51CaMOVIBMVICIVWWVIIVW
VIE

2VM0.2,71M-216MUCEMVVREWIM}mo

Maim. 2111,11021DZIO 47011IONVINIONtraValoaDVIDVIVbillii
AIMIEMIIVOIIIMEMTIMMIMIIVIVVreVIIEVE,M,V,110111.181111=1

IllenvAir+VpviebtstellIbMIE 1110100110.1111EVIP
NMEIV/OWftflelValsallieVIIVOVV.11,1110110.10MOUIllir

2. Consider the three different kinds of needs discussed la

this session, ror eaco one, decide if Donnie feels

satisfied or dissatisfied with the way the need is being set

on her Job. Check the Dos v)icb indicates your interlace,
Theo provost Ilia fros the story which support Your
inference.

!III'

cask necessities
of life sod feel
secure about
having thes)

Itomnles E2111121

) Satisfied

t. 3 Dissatisfied

tOt
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0d Wit sotisfyiAl
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2 t2t41
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othors)

I, hOo s4t9 4 litlime.%1,
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Sotisfiod
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Sotistled
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=============

MMIKUMOMS/01101
MWMAMWMPIOW

1101=4311W-131S

froo tht tAfailkstioo 0,0119 omd your

lafortacts obmt cmfties amis. do you thlok hor c4ficr.

0144 tO b4c0O4 4 bmyor is 4 1000 040 Copitia.

II.111.12N210202169/b7INIMVI.11211.111110011110111M19141111PIMMININV1026//0==lisigeliAllb

210$WM110117M1WMPIM2VMMSOTIWIM26MMUI

VUWbwo,M.MIMADIWIMMUIL3PM
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4, tiSt thP three different t*ne4 af no_g0 ia their efor, eei

!Mat= 19 ttu -it till§ tine, 4414 tlelAt *it° 4

(ec*anie) billy it 14 iftpoetaot,

1.
tiidit 44P-rat1..... ................,.......___,,,.....___

1104WISP,MMIE". 1WWWM10 WIMIMWMW 2001,MW MMIDM,ILM MU, =MI' W4M, APMF M, M,M,WUMMIOr MPIIP MMOMP,MPIM W M,MP.
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3.
wpm

=120,,MOOMWMM2t,=M====MOWUR,MRAMMMT:0206

MMVomOlum.mmlimmsfms=tiosm2Inimla,mPwsnmvemoilmivsomorr
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love about retailing. Thinking up new ideas to present
merchandise. At the end of the day, she said she would
try to take me out to the "market" again. But I was
exhausted. Then she asked me to go back to the office
with her to check on the day's sales.

Oh yeah, my boss gave me an evaluation yesterday. She
said I was doing fine and she requested a 10c an hour
raise. Big deal, huh? At $3.60 an hour. I still won't
be able to pay all of my bills at the end of the month.
And I'm not a big spender. Rosengale's figures that
since so many people want a job like mine, they don't
have to give us many benefits.

She also said she would recommend me for a spot as an
assistant buyer. That pays a little more money and you
can really get involved in making some buying
decisions. If you're good, there's no telling where
you can wind up.. Remember that guy Tony I told you
about? The guy who was the clerical for the menswear
buyer? He became an assistant* buyer in men's
accessories. He did well and in less than six months,
he was promoted to buyer. Rosengale's gave him a big
raise and a bonus and he's only 25. Buyers have it
made! They get treated well by the manufacturers too.
Gifts and fancy lunches.

I don't know if I'll get the position, however. The
competition is really fierce. Rosengale's likes
competition. They hire lots of clericals and let them
fight it out for promotions. It's even worse among the
buyers. If their department doesn't do well as the
same department in another store, they worry about
losing their job. I'm afraid to talk to anyone around
here. Everyone is looking for a way to get ahead so if
you mention anything about your job or your boss, it's
sure to come back to haunt you. That's why I'm really
glad I can talk to you and Susan.

Well, I'd better go now. I've still got these invoices
to go over. If I hurry, I might be able to leave
before the store closes. Maybe I'll be able to do some
shopping. With my employer's discount, I can almost
afford to shop here. Byel

When you have completed the reading, return to page 101, and

answer the Guide Statements. The class will discuss these

questions during this session of Coop Prep.
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ASSIGNMENT DUE SESSION 6

1. Complete any part of the In-Class Activity which was not
covered in class. There is no additional written
assignment.

2. Continue to work on your resume based on the feedback which
your instructor has provided.

3. Read Session 6, pages 109-113 and answer the Guide
Statements for Session 6, page 107 based on your reading.
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GUIDE STATEMENTS FOR SESSION 6: LEARNING ABOUT CAREER FIELDS

The Guide Statements below will help you focus on the reading
which follows. Preview the Guide Statements now. When you
complete the reading, answer them carefully. Write sentences, in
your own tordsa wherever possible. Use standard English and
proofread your answers.

I. Explain why realistic information is necessary in making
important career decisions.

2. Answer True or False: "Obtaining and using realistic
information is not important for students who are majoring
in technical career areas."

Explain your answer.

3. Write five questions which you have about the (a) career
field which you are considering. These may be selected from
the list on pages 112-113 or other questions that are
important to you.

a.

b.
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C.

d.

C.
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SESSION 6: LEARNING ABOUT CAREER FIELDS

The work we do has a great effect on the kind of life we lead.

It often influences where we live, the friends we have, how we

spend our leisure time, and whether or not we feel happy and

productive. Yet many people do not seek out factual information

in making their important career decisions. Instead, they rely

on misinformation about careers and unrealistic thinking about
1

the job market For example, some students feel that in order

to succeed in data processing, all that is required is a strong

desire to make money. Others believe that an Associates Degree

in Business will automatically qualify them for a managerial

position. Neither of these statements is correct. The Coop

program at LaGuardia emphasizes the importance of maillistrix
learning about the career field(s) you are considering.

Whie on a Coop internship, you can learn about a career field

through direct experience. You will have an opportunity to

obstrve what goes on around you, and ask questions of people

actually working in that field. This type of career exploration

can help you make decisions based on factual information rather

than on hearsay or untested ideas.

If you have selected a major that is quite technical (e.g.,

accounting, data processing, or secretarial science), you may

feel that you've already made a specific career decision. But

how can you be sure if it's right for you? In part, by learning

all you can about the particular field and then usifg your
2

internship to striffrlit or fatal your decision If your major is
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more general in nature (e.g., liberal arts or business), you

might wish to investigate and explore different career field

related to your studies (e.g., journalism, personnel, retailing).

Either way, the more you can rely on realistic information, the

better your career decisions will be.

1

Malnig, 1. & Morrow, S., What Can 1 Do With A talk!: Laz4=1Saint Peters College Press, Jersey CM, 1379, p. viL
2

Today it is not uncommon for people to change careers once ortwice in their working lives. (Ronald Reagan's switch fromacting to politics is a classic example.) The point is thatcareer decisions (and the need for realistic information) arelikely to occur tnroughout adulthood, rather than one time,
between the ages of eighteen and twenty-four.
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What Are the Reasons for Ittung Career, Information?

Occupational Information is Important for eau reasons.

Following are some of those reasons:

facilitates realistic choice

indicates factors to be considered In the choice process

reveals realities of work content and work situations

corrects misinformation and misunderstandings

facilitates comparison of self (skill:, needs1 and occupations

uncovers other interests

uncovers needs to be satisfied through work

motivates toward career planning

motivates toward education and training needs

guides preparation for work

indicates long-range opportunities

Indicates work's effects on way of lift

presents beginning and average salaries 4S well as top
earnings

presents disadvantages as well as advantages

indicates ways of entering occupations

guides presentation in Job interviews

spurs further gathering of occupational information

nil Kind of all2Lelian L11121 LULU C.reqr, 211111221?

It would be impossible to present all of the ways In which useful

career information can be sought. However, listed below are

twenty questions which LaGuardia students are encouraged to ask
3

about j career field they are considering .

ill
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The Mature of the work ,Itsel(

1. How does the field of your choice serve society? What is

its purpose or function?

2. What is a typical work day iike? What are the major

activities? Now are the hours spent? What kinds of

interactions take place with others/

3. What are the toughest problems and decisions that must be

made'?

4. What skills (technical and interpersonal) are especially

useful or necessary?

S. How specialized (structured) is this field and mhat 4re the

various specialty areas?

6. what Is the physical work environment like?

Prat itii.si Needed

7. What special education, training, or licenses are needed?

HUI are they obtained?

8. What type of previews work experience would be helpful?

caritt

9. What are the general salary and promotional opportunities?
10. What kind of career °mobility* is possible -- i.e., moving

within the same field or from one industry to another?

Geographic mobility?

11. How rapidly is the field expanding? Shrinking?

3

Adapted from Moore, CA., Dm Sulu Rim. National institute ofCareer Planning, New York, 1-576, pp. 151,7200.
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12. How secure Is employment In the field?

13. What are the fringe benefits?

14. What are the opportunities for women? Minorities?

1S, What changes or new trends are occuring within the field?

16. What are the opportunities for travel? Vacations?

17. How flexible are the hours? Dress codes?

le. What effects are likely on family or other social

relationships?

19. Hew much pressure does the work involve?

Itatelt12 genalailin

20. How can 1 use the internship opportunities at LaGuardia to

answer many of the above questions?

The 1n-Class Activity for this Session will be a discussion of

these and other questions 104 by your Coop Prep instructor.

Now return to page107 and answer the Guide Statements based on

your reading.
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IN.CLASS ACTIVITY FOR SESSION 6

Please read through this a:,signmeat as you gait for class to

start.

The purpose of the visit to the Center is to introduce the many

varied resources available to you for your career research. For

example, you will receive an orientation to the resources in the

Center which will provide important career information (The

Occupational Outlook Handbook; The Dictionary of Occupational

Titles; The Catalyst Series; The Career Files; The Encyclopedia

of Careers; Lovejoy's College Guide; College Catalogs; etc.)

Also during the session there will be a demonstration of the

career computer which can provide detailed print.outs on specific

colleges and specific occupations. The remainder of the session

will be set aside for the following career assignment. If you do

not complete this assignment during class time, you must sake

arraegenents to return to the Center to finish before the next

Coop Prep class, Session 7. Bring the assignment to Coop Prep.

Session 7.

Keep a copy of this assignment! You will be required to further

develop this assignment during your second seminar. (Reminder;

You will take a seminar class during each internship. Seminar *2

deals with opportunities within your career.)

1. In the Guide Stetenents to this session, you were required

to write S questions which you need answered in order to

know about your career choice(s). Refer to those questions



mow. Using sone of the career nattrials iatroduced dories

the preseetation. fled the sewers to the questioes raised.

CAREER FIELD:

goestion 01

Answer.

.1MP 31101=1,111111.1,

INWOONIIIIMOr0110.Mma6411.111.

Question ft

Answer
INNINOMPKNI1.17111111711117117112141IMMUNWIMOZEMIN

illOMMIAMOVOIMAIIMOMPIMMISMIIIIMMOWD!SIMIIMMIMMOMMmillminft

Question 02

Answer

Question 03

Answer

Question 14

Answer

Question 06

Answer

List your source(s)

2. in Coop Prep Session 10. you will begin looking st your

future life/career options. One of your options night be to

us
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coatiove your educatioo. therefore. select s

catalog of your choice. Fled tiv *outer to a euestiom of

laterest to you.

COLLEGE:

Mhat do you mast to two about this collogo?

meraermaga

*wow

VANS

VIIMMIFSVIVANWAINAIM mleasamomemwmf,

111.1MINIMOIMM11.1111.0.114750.100,11101/Mie

111111.0141111.001=11111.
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1 Toter lostroctor Naz ragaire a career 1eforeattoe assIgmetet

based' so today's sesslos of Coop Prep.

Semi SEMI** 7 Pages 120.127, /Ad 'savor Owe Gelde Stateeeets

for Sass lea 7, pages 110-111 based 04 rage readleg.
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Wilitaily Ea ILIUM a MLLES ?comm. 21ALSIME

Tim Guide Statements below mill kelp rev Cocos the reading

Sct folloms. Preview the &vide Statemests nom, mot. you

cooplett the reading, solver them carefolly. Witt cooplete

sentences. in mit ill tell. **teeter possible. Use staedard

English and proofread slier ansmers.

1. [nettle what is oesat by persomal objec s foe am

internship.

AINIMIIPMMON/R/M

INIMM1/0

TrD1411PMMENOWNPIRINOIA=MMIMPAIIIPMIIIPIMMIP3COMMI

Z. Label the following statements es (roe (1) or false (11:

a. Toor Coop Coordinator considers yovr personal

objectives before and atter yoor internship

eoperience.

b. Only stodents mho have ot decided oft s specific

career CS4 benefit froo setting ersonal

objectives.

C. Persomal objectives specify sosething that roe

mi t to accomplish w4114 on yoor internship.

3. Identify the tbree major types of ersonal objectives:

e.

b.

c:

4. Label ouch of the following Persona1 objectives tt an

emapple of Career Esploration/Confiroation. Application of

Its
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Classroom Concepts, Interpersonal Skill Development, or

Technical Skill Development.

Personal Oblective

a. I will relate my knowledge of
accounting to the way a bank
keeps records, by studying the
daily balance sheet for tellers.

b. I will increase my confidence
in speaking before a group, by
volunteering a comment at each
weekly staff meeting.

c. I will learn about the require-
ments for becoming,a bilingual
elementary school teacher, by
writing to the Board of Educa-
tion for career information
and interviewing a bilingual
education teacher.

d. I will improve my accuracy
using a desk calculator, by
practicing on one at least
twice every week.

119
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SCSSLON Li SETTIN2 puspAll VIECTIVES FOR nu Itimapip

nal La Eating Wasslina?

In our first session you learned that the Coop program is

designed to provide students with the opportunity to:

401111

Wel

explore various career possibilities or confirm career

plans

apply classroom learning to work situations

practice or strengthen interpersonal or wor1,-related

technical skills

These statements tell you in a general way what we hope students

will be able to accomplish through their internship experiences.

In other words, they are the goals or "objectives" set for all

students by the Division of Cooperative Education. You also know

that each student plans an individual program of learning, with

the assistance of a Coop Advisor. It is through this individual

planning that the Coop program becomes specific or personal, to

you.

When we speak of maul oklectives for your internship, we mean

aim, purposet or learning which Leg want to accomplish while

on your internship. They are therefore short-term in nature,

rather than long range career or life plans. Personal objectives

can take many forms, as you will soon see. Learning more about

the work of a zoo keeper could be a personal learning objective.

So might applying marketing principles in a sales environment; or

improving skills such as oral communications or stenography.

Your personal objectives may be similar to or different from

120
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those of the student sitting next to you. The main point Is that

you must consider what you want to 121to from your internship

experfence(s).

These points apply equally to students who have "decided" upon

specific careers, as well as to students who are "undecided" at

this time. They also hold true for working students who want to

use their present position as the basis for an internship (e.g.,

many Extended Day students). Each student must set objectives

which are relateJ to his/her academic interests, career plans,

and personal skill development.

Htt Are Personal Iblectives Important?

Would you spend all your time, energy, and life itself preparing

for a voyage, the purpose and destination of which is unknown?

Obviously not! In Cooperative Education, you identify your

destination (objectives) to obtain the maximum benefits from your

Coop internship experience. .

Internship learning objectives fulfill the basic philosophy of

Cooperative Education: that the workplace is an extension of the

classroom by giving students an opportunity to turn the "work°

experience into an elucational one. You take responsibility for

identifying a specific learning objective and make a personal

commitment toward working at accomplishing that objective. The

amount of progress made toward achieving the objective is an

Imparlool factor in determining alit latmatig
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In planning for your internships, your Coop Coordinator does not

want to just "send you out" -- and hope things work out for the

best. He/she wants to know what you want to gain from the

experience. What you hope to learn. Accomplish, Achieve. In

other words, your personal objectives.

Personal objectives are important for three reasons. First,

because 'they focus on all. They make the internship an

experience you pursue for specific reasons which relate to your

growth and development. Second, because they help you and your

advisor consider and discuss the suitability of various

internships. The clearer your personal objectives are, the

better you will be able to judge if the position is "right for

you." Third, because it gives you and your coordinator a means

for evaluating your internship experience when it is over: Were

you able to achieve your personal objectives? If so, How? How

well?

Many employers and supervisors are involved in management

objectives, management by results, or evaluation by objectives;

they are happy to see College students evaluating their work

experience in this manner. Learning objectives contribute to

opening a dialogue between you and your supervisor and can serve

as a vehicle to gain greater recognition from an employer.

Preparing specific learning objectives also teaches an important

lesson: the value and purpose of a planned course of action.

However, without clear objectives, learning is haphazard and

random at best. If objectives are to be realized they must be
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verifiable. No one can accomplish an ambiguous objective.

Students need to know what their objectives are, what actions

contribute toward achieving those objectives and when they have

been accomplished.

Guidolinol for Solna/ porional

Here are some guidelines to keep in mind as you begin to think

about your personal learning objectives for the internship.

Learning objectives are:

1. Written stakes/oil about what you want to accomplish on your

internship. Writing them down establishes a record and

makes them easier to review.

2. Expressed in terms of what you will do and how au will do

it. This is called a *performance statement.* For example:

"I will become aware of the degrees needed to become a

psychologist, la interviewing a practicing psychologist

about the educational requirements in the field."

3. As loosific as you can make them (rather than broad and

general). For example: "I will increase my typing speed

from 40 to 45 wpm." (Rather than, "I will improve my

clerical skills.")

The easiest way to make objectives specific is to write

statements using Auantitative terms: interview two accounting

managers; take a five minute timed typing test twice a month;

learn five new business words each week; cut out ten accounting

positions from Sunday New York Times section 9.
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Your Coop Advisor will go over your learning objectives with you

during the placement process. He/she will assist you in

clarifying them and in judging if your objectives are °realistic°

and °achievable.° For example, will the type of internship you

hove in mind provide an opportunity for you to accomplish your

objective(s)? Your coordinator may also suggest new objectives

or specify ways for you to attain them. The extent to which you

achieve your objectives will be discussed during your Final

Evaluation Conference after the internship.

An attain 21 Ent i i12a.t1 2kiniat

Read the following conversation between a student named Karen,

and t.er Coop Advisor, as an example of how this process works:

ADVISOR: So Karen, what are your personal objectives for

your internship?

KAREN: Well, I'm really interested in law.

ADVISOR: What specifically interests you about law?

KAREN: Everything, 1 guess. Especially the work that

lawyers do in the courtroom. Like how do they know

what to ask witnesses on trial?

ADVISOR: Are you talking about their preparation?

KAREN: Yes. That's it.

ADVISOR: How could you learn more about courtroom

preparation while on your internship.

KAREN: I suppose I could do my internship in a law firm.

I would be able to see and ask one of the lawyers.
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ADVISOR: Yes. But what would you observe? What questions

would you ask?

KAREN: Th0 Steps he Or she takes to got ready for trial.

ADVISOR: O.K. Could you put this personal objective into

Your own words now.

KAREN: I NIII find out how 4 lawyer gets reedy for 4

courtcase, bi observing 4nd asking questions of

three lawyers preparing for trials.

ADVISOR: That sounds fine to me.

Karen's personal objective would then be written down. You Can

note from the discussion that her objective expresses what she

will do, and how she will do it. It is specific, and seems

realistic for the type of internship she is discussing.

MIOMVOIROM

Learning Objectives are statements that describe WHAT MILL 4

4 BE DONE, HOW IT WILL BE DONE. HOW IT WILL BE EVALUATED at
4

the end of a period of time using SPECIFIC AND QUANTIFIED 4

4 TERMS. 2

Inn of Personal atisstivos

There is no limit to the different number of personal objectives

LaGuardia students pay set. They are as varied as the students

themselves. However, from our experience in working with

thousands of students over the years. three types of objectives

seem to come up again and again. You should be aware of these

three types of objectives, as one or sore examples may apply to

you.
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Is Sum LitlitiLitadiaLittaila

Itli Int 21 0.4111112 1101 Lt jp atm C4r°19f field

(stailit5)4 at talatelialaa IL IIP-14 Wit xam hut llama
Is tat% 12E 121 (C22110111211. Poopio and inforoatioo iron
your internship organisation may be used as resources, For
eiKample:

i till learn the requirements for becoming 4 Certified

Public Accountant (CPA) lo/ interviewing two accountants

of ny internship organization about educations, salary,
duties.

b. I will determine whether the field of nursing is right

for an, ki observing and asking at least three nurses
how they cope with illness on a daily basis.

2- Alaliglian 21 2110.211

Lth 1121 91 WWII! 1111 Ai !ILIUM all SWIMS! Illtaita
to i lti ii.th. For oxo0P10:

a. I will apply my knowledge of psychology, II/ assisting a

special education teacher in planning her lessons and

develop and conduct a lesson plan of ny own.

b. I will use my knowledge of advertising kx assisting ay
employer in planning an ad campaign.

In your first Internship Seminars you will also relate specific
academic concepts to your internship setting.
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3. WI' lettltetta

Ibli Int a altslixt ilei a Lt&io2 2Z ilmulbsala2

0111. These may be interpersonal skills or tochnical skills AS

discussed In Session 3. for oxamplin

LaICEItilail Skills

111. i um practice my English pronunciation skills, LI

reading aloud at least one magasine or neospaper

article eaCii week,

b. i wi11 increase my assertiveness, kz speaking up during

etch weekly staff meeting I attend in my department.

lablial Skills

a. j till practice ay typing ax volunteering to take on at

least one typing assignment each week, when ny filing

work is completed.

b. I will strengthen my business writing skills, kr.

writing one letter/mimo/article each week and asking

for feedback from a senior co-worker.

In the In-Class Activities which follow, you will begin writing

your learning objectives for the first internship. You will

also discuss how to use the Internship Opportunities Catalog

(IOC) in making your internship selections. Emj l! the material

for the In-Class Activities but do 211 work on them at this time.

Now return to page 116, and answer the Guide Statements based on

your reading.
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11@gin to sharpon your thinking about loarning objoctiv42,s by

writing th@es as 212120121! Lialfnal s' expressing A.2.2

will #2 12# Int tS4 ig It Li Ina Slut loarAing
objogtivos for your first intornship.
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I will
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Mill

b. Illtaid

Note: This part of the In-Class Activity will be collected as

part of the Homework ssignment.
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S441010 IrtHn g Objectives t4Gu4ridi4 StY4Vit5

Hove Used for fheir Internships:

A. APPLY SUVIGTHEN INTERPERSONAL SkittS

I. To becone noire 45s9ftivo 4nd 0*Qrcon0 shyness.

2. le inprove ny verbal COORtinic4tion skills
(either pronunciation, gr4m4r or vocabulary).

3. To strengthen ny ability to understand and
work ffectively with children.

4. To inprove ny ability to converse infornally with
nY nonager4 supervisor or co.workers.

S To inprove ay ability to work under pressure.

6. To practice taking the initiative.

7. To practice good organizational skills on a
regular basis.

B. APPLY/STRENGTHEN TECHNICAL MIAS

8. To inprove writing skills (business letter writing/
nen° writing).

9 To inprove typing or t no speed free to

ID. To strengthen ny ability to instruct children in
arts and crafts.

II. To inprove ny telephone techniquet.
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CASE PLORATIO

12. To explore the uses of computer tocOnology in
ny career field,

13. To Ittra Alt0 information (salary ranges. job
retponsibilities, education . advancement
opportunitl es. skills required1 etc.) about a
specific career field (finance4 personnel,
systems analy st. corptroller or teaching).

14. To learn at least 2 possible career paths in
the field of

APPLICATION OF CLASSROOM LEALAIma

IS. T0 apply and strengthen ar documentation/reading
skills as learned in accounting course.

16, to learn the information.gathering steps involved
in writing a program.

17. To learn tow to prepare a lesson plan and conduct
a class.

18. To observe and analyze a concept (e.g.. TeadershiP
styles or (rattan) introduced in the CIASWOOR.
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This sessiom has mphasised the loportemce of your luAis 014

choices im prow**, for ea fatermship. Me believe that ut4o4

type of taimbimg aad decislom-oakimg Is essemtial to good corm*
plamaimg. 1m am ideal world, you would set persomal objectives

as outlined, amd then by placed la a 'perfect* imtormship ome

which satisfies in of your objectives. Nothing mould pl as@
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work "environment" than from their specific tasks. A

routine clerical position can become exciting for the

intern who observes carefully and asks the right

questions.
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ASSIGNMENT DUE SESSION 8

1. Complete the Internship Preference Form on the next pap.
(This list will serve as a guide to your Coop Coordinator

when you meet to plan for your internship placement.)

Attach your written set of learning objectives,,,page 128 to

the Internship Preference Form. This assignment will be

collected in the next session of Coop Prep.

2. Read Session 8, pages 138-145, and answer the Guide

Statements for Session 8, pages 136-137, based on your

reading.

3. pring your copy of the Internship Opportunities Catalog with

you to the next session of Coop Prep.



INTERNSHIP PREFERENCE FORM

Carefully read the descriptions In the Internship Opportunities Catalog, Then select six positions which youbelieve will enable you to achieve one or more of your personal objectives. Different politions may enable youto achieve different objectives, However, each of your selections should be related to at least one personalobjective.

Code

Number

Title of Company or internship
Position Or9anIzation Coordinator

xp a n OW s t on " na e ou o ove
One Or More Of Your PerSOnal Objectives. Be
Speak.

VIWWWNIi.P
ONi

k

13F
140
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GUIDE STATEMENTS FOR SESSION 8: PREPARING FOR AN EMPLOYMENT

INTERVIEW

The Guide Statements below will help you focus on the reading

which follows. Preview the Guide Statements now. When you

complete the reading answer them carefully. Write complete

sentences, in your own words, wherever possible. Use standard

English and proofread your answers.

1. Explain the purpose of the interviewer and the interviewee

in an employment interview.

2. Identify and briefly describe the three main parts of an

employment interview.

a.

b.

C.
IIIIMINIMMO1111111=i.1.

111111.01.1.1111.

010.11111
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3. label the following statements as True (T) or False (F).

a. Your handshake, dress, and tone of voice can make

a positive impression on the interviewer.

b. Uppermost in the interviewer's mind is the

question: °Why should 1 hire your

c. The most effective answers are general statements.

d. The interviewer is responsible for enabling you to

have a successful interview.

e. You can not really prepare for an interview

because each employer asks different questions.
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SESSION 8: PREPARING FOR AN EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEW

If you look back over the work you've completed you'll see that

you have identified a great deal of information about yourself.

You've reviewed some of your life accomplishments and identified

skills that you possess. You've explored your work needs

(values) and identified your personal objectives. You've

summarized your personal history in a resume. All this

information about yourself can now be pulled together to help you

prepare for your employment interview.

What Is an Emploiment Interview?

There are several different types of interviews. Each type has a

general format or set of guidelines and specific purpose, You

may have seen one type on T.V. in which a well known person like

Barbara Walters °interviews° a celebrity like Burt Reynolds or

Richard Pryor. Basically, any type of interview consists of the

use of Questions to find out information.

An empliallal interview is a face to face Ipeaking situation in

which two (st Igta people and answer, gyAstions with a

definite atgose in mind. The interviewer's purpose is to select

a capable person who can perform well in a specific position.

The interviewer is asking the basic question: "Why should I hire

you?" Ih/ mum is to communicate his/her worth

In such a way as to convince the employer that he/she is the best

qualified person for that position. The interviewee is therefore

answering with: °This is why you should hire me.°
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Vhat Should 122 Damp

An employment interview has a structure made up of three nein

girls: (A) taltgAgstion; (B) loft, which includes a review of

the candidate's background and a natching of the candidate with

the specific position and (C) Lisling.

A. Introduction

The interviewer uses the introduction of the enployment interview

to mentally record some initial impressions about you and also to

attenpt to put you at ease. Rather than ask you questions about

your qualifications right away, the interviewer might comment

about the weather, sports or any other neutral topic.

Host of the communication being observed by the interviewer at

this tine is non-vethil. Let's examine six aspects of non-verbal

connunication which, if used effectively, will help you create a

positive first inpression.

1. Tine

Being on tine for the employment interview is
4h121MIllx vital. It is a positive non-verbal
tiiiiiirationiiNich emphasizes your interest in the
position and your sense of responsibility. Arriving
10-15 minutes before the appointed tine will give you
the chance to relax and collect your thoughts.

2. tinslitill

A handshake is a typical business greeting for both men
and women. You can use this opportunity to physically
demonstrate 4 sense of warmth and confidence. Practice
shaking hands and introducing yourself to people. For
example, °Good morning Hiss Kron (interviewer), my name
is Henry Williams and I an here to apply for the
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position of copy assistant. Resesber to sake thehandshake firs but not painful!

3. Dress and Applarance

The clothes that you choose to wear to an esploysentinterview tell a lot about you. infornal dress, suchas jeans, sneakers, bare top dresses, etc., have noplace in the formal, business-like setting of theemployaent interview. heedless to say, wrinkled ordirty clothes, loud jewelry, exotic hair styles, flashysake-up, etc., tend to distract the interviewer fromwhat you are saving about your qualifications. Hostinterviewers suggest a business suit tor a man and atailored outfit for a woolen with appropriate sake-up,hair style and accessories.

4. Exe Contact

In the Asericaq culture, direct eye contact (noteyeball staring/ is viewed as a positive cossunication
behavior. If you look at the interviewer when yougreet his/her, when you describe your qualifications orask a question, you are rlire apt to communicate honestyand confidence. if you leave the interview renemberingsore about the fly on the wall than the interviewer'sface, you aay not have been using eye contacteffectively. Practice.

S. Tone of voice

A clear and audible voice will positively reinforceeverything you say about ..ourself. You ay have neverheard yourself speak. This would be a good time foryou to listen to your voice. Practice greetings andanswering several interview questions with a friend.Record your voice on a tape recorder if you have one.Does your voice sound confident, enthusiastic,assertive? If not, keep practicing.

6. Facial partlagai 4nd 02(11 pail=

If a *look is worth a thousand words." this is a verygood tine to try to discover how you can use your faceand body to say something positive about yourself.Your body language should communicate that you are 4pleasant, relaxed and alert individual.

1,40
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The introduction section of the enployaent interview takes only a

ninute or two of tine but during that brief period you have the

opportunity to create a very positive inpression. Just renenber

to use all the aspects of nan-verbal communication to sake a good

impression fron the nonent you walk In.

B. tett of the lepjugant interviem

Once a sense of ease and general purpose has been established In

the introductIon, both you and the interviewer will want to novo

on to finding out infornation about the position and yourself.

This is the hat of the enploynent interview. four pal in this

section is twofold: first, to answer the interviewer's questions

to the best of your ability; and second, to ask appropriate

questions and learn as much infornation as possible about the

position. The intervivata 211 is to learn as such infornation

as possible stout you, your skills and pemoial objectives, in

order to decide whether to offer you the position or not. Both

of you will acconplish your goals of information gathering

through the use of interview questions.

The interviewer will use questions to review your background and

sort out the facts and impressions received during the

introduction. Host likely, he/she will want to cover 4och topics

as your education, previous enploynent and experience,

interpersonal amd technical skills, acconplishoents, and sense of

career direction and objectives. Uhether the interviewer asks

directly or net, the main questions in his/her nind during the

interview is: mu ItTlit hill 112/ in other words, the
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Interviewer basically wants to know: Mhy are you here? Mhat

kind of a person ore you? and, Mhat can you do tor ne?

Your answers should be 11221114 taillett Lielual4 121 12210 la

actlE/ 111111h. Remember, directly or indirectly you want to

commumicate: This Is why I'm here (vour objectives); This is the

kind or person I an (your accomplishments, accdstohlxhi); and,

Ttis is what I can do for you (your interpersonal and technical

skills). Ita j hire ell

Me will say more about handling this question-and-answer process

skillfully in the ninth session of Coop Prep.

The interviewer will initiate the conclusion of the interview.

You should be ready to recognize the signals. The Iftterviemor

night show non.verbal cues such as gathering together papers or

pushing the chair away from the desk. The interviewer night just

ask you if you have any questions before leaving. This would he

a good opportunity for you to sun up yeur interest in the

position and briefly restate your strong points. You should

thank the Interviewer for hisOer time, clarify your

understanding of what to expect next, shake hands and (with eye

contact) say goodbye.

Many experts recommend 4 follow.up thank you letter to the

interviewer. This letter Can also serve as 4 reminder of your

qualifications for the position.
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Viso i Slielliall 4 InitiVal lattlfte?

Quite stool).* jag are responsible for the success of your

interview. Even though me have atteopted to present soot general

guidelines for am eoployment interview. you C44 newer be

ehsolutely sure about what to expect. Each interviewer has their

own style. Sone will ask you natty direct questions; others mill

ask very broad questions. Soot nay seta rushed and pressured;

others will be quite relaxed. No two interviewers will be

exactly alike.

Lta at eat zest autitial Ix hill

22 Sil "'A Etil4re for Al Palltrall Lattlite

The best preparation for the employment interview includes:

1. Plogliti LEE MUNN - its specific duties and requirenents.

2. MEM LEE RiaLLATIam - even s few basic facts about the

omployees products, services, prograos, or problems. This

type of infornatión C44 oftem be obtained in libraries or

from the Personnel Departnent or Public Relations office of

the organisation itsclf.

3. KMIEC DIME - your own acconplishoents. skills,

needs/values and objectives as they relate to the position

and organisation. A top-notch resune is also a oust.

4. IILLELERE TyPLEIL MEMO MUM - you can develop

confortabl responses to questions which interviewers

frequently ask.

S. NAvits 12Nr qmpisti$ it tits . *Imo yoy C40 404 44,149 11_#
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Mani !ELUL! Le ,EssioN

lanilit2 i !Main

Sella yoor preparatloa by soloctimg a posItlom Im tat latermsOlp

OPPortwaltles Catialo, *Alta yoo *mold Ilao to *apply for* la Ivor
sin/listed Ipt@roiem. Calls slgoold bt oat of tat So1actiO4S low
emit pa tPt lattrasalp Preforeact fors, assIgatol for today. If

yew Are eoployed, amd aopo to vs/ yoor presoat posItloa as it,*

basis for 44 later/401p, do tat actlolty aoymay. It's pod
practict for tat tutors.

Follow Lae lirattloas 4A4 write your mycoses 04 a Latewiew

!LULEA/191 Email. 'Acts 146.141. four lastroctor will

prowid4 fortatr assIstaace, as att4/4.
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INTERVIEW PREPARATION ElEqISE

Your Name

Code Number Internship Title.... . -------
eNS ONS.15 IlMillONOI IMMO

1110^.1.

Name of Employer

I. KNOWING THE POSITION

Read the position description carefully and list Au duties or

reguirements which you find. Look for any information about what
the employer wants you to do or expects of you. The descriptions
In the IOC do vary in terms of detail provided, so read
carefully.

Duties or Requirements
01MIDOMMOMOM1.1.110NO.1114MDSMOYi*VIO

IMPIDOO1**01.0.0011.1.1WMAW.w...MONSIOl0111141.410411.0mywOOMON

AmINOV

.111M.Y.MOM.......0IIMW...OMPINsommdmMimmilwri.ImbeN*..0-
2. KNOWING THE ORCANIZAITON

Again, read the position description and list any information
about the employgr, such as type of organization, size, product,
or services. Add to this any background information which you
already possess. You might want to do some further research
before the actual interview.

Information About the Employer .11.411.iV*...PiN
ONINWOM.

NOND
...........10.110 OMOMN.11..1illm
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3. nOWItig wsur

Throughout Coop Prep, we have emphasized the importance of

knowing your acsgmellihmeniA needlivalues and obilaixal

in career planning. During the interview, each of these topics
must be communicated effectively. Reflect back on your Life

Accomplishment narratives, Personal Skills Inventory, and list of

Personal Objectives. Then, answer the questions below:

(a) How can your skill (technical or interpersonal) be used In

this position?

............... ............flflpflflflfl

.......

(b) How can your personal objectives be met through this

position?

ANTICIPATING TYPICAL INTERVIEW RUESTIONS

The interviewer will probably ask several questions. But from
your reading, you know what underlying question in the

interviewer's mind is: tilly should I hire you? Even though this

147
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question may not be asked directly, hE112 2 in ig Igur
alestall that you are comfortable with. Relate your answer to

the specific position and organization you've selected.

Why should I hire you?

MRSOMMilla.0........MS.S.04OM

1110, Immo imo*,Wwwwio ....vol...mmirlowswarmrsegneb

VAInatt 7./.101111111.

WIWVIOVVWWIPIW25 ..................

11IbsIOZWIN111.1.1410.10.0.1.1.

RIVTWORrnufgnIRE-TR-RTRI----

Asking questions during the interview shows the interviewer that

you are interested in the position. Your motivation may be

judged by the kind of questions you aik. In addition, your

questions can obtain information needed to help you decide if

the position is right for you. Based on the position you have

selected, write at least two auestions which you have in mind.

Question:

mimwm.......1.MOmmosimmrsommommsemploorms .0.1loslormaw..10,0..m.......M.OmlOw.leWs
Question:

Almimmo............
Question:

4.6 .....1.1.0,1111.071.......

1111.1=011.11...
..........mmlmftwoow......wommisOlmmoDmomb*mmeMmwswsmoow.48MOMMI.

Question:

...-1-....MMOMMOOPONOMPQM1.1.MOIMI.....0711.....

4..1,10,...77111.41.1111.42M....M.M.A.O.1.10.11POO411......11.1110.

71114=11..

1.....asmirewomewarwa.

1011.

The Assignment which follows builds upon the preparation

which you have started in class.
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Note: This assignment should be completed bejla your Simulated
Interview or the next session of Coop Prep, whichever tomes
first.

1. Review your responses on the Interview PrIettIlion Elltsill

done in class, and make any changes or additions as needed.

2. Read the list of Thirtx gutitiens Which interview=
FrEsuentlx AIL. page 150-151. For the next session of Coop
Prep. select la/ five of these questions and write out your
answers on the questions and Answers Practice Simla pages
153-IS4.

3, Read Session 9, pages 156 .166, and answer the Guide
Statements for Session 9, pages 154.ISS, based on your
reading.

4. Brias a copy of your resume and the Internship Opportunities

Catalog to the next session of Coop Prep.
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it2214 mo
au ara y2 herl?

1. Why Ara you interested in this position?

2. What are your short and long term career goals? (objectives?)
3. Why does this career field intervit you?

4. What do you think our company can offer you?

5. What other areas are you interested in?

6. Why do you feel you'll be successful in this position?

What kind of a gorse" are xou?

7. Tell me about yourself.

8. What do you see yourself doing five (ten) years from noo?
9. What does success mean to you?

10. What are your greatest strengths? weaknesses?

11. Why did you select a Coop College?

12. What are your hobbies?

13. What was your most satisfying (challenging) achievements?

What can xsu do for me?

14. What is your major?

15. Why did you select it?

16. What courses have you taken that will be helpful in this
position?

17. What course did you enjoy the most? least? Why?
18. What is your grade point average at college?

19. Do you have any skills which will be useful in this position?
20. What were (are) your duties in your last (current) position?

Iso
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21. How does that eliperienct apply to this position?

22. What did you enjoy sost/least about your last position?

23, Why did you leave your last position?

24. Do you work well with others?

2S. Can you work without supervision?

26. What is your opinion of your present boss and co-workers?

27. How well do you conmunicate with others?

26. How dependable aro you?

29. Ara you responsible?

30. What kind of salary are you looking for?

151
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MAIM t 6111.0 EMIASE 19111

Select any five questions from nitix gut tun Which5=f= 70 I=

Intetvimes reelueoll/ Ast 4n4 uritt 'got your antioen in two to
four sentences.

Interviewer"s Question:
==.======== yogniat =MOW= r.,==

7=== 4 === === ====== = = = ====1=====,5=====*=,,- ====== 2,==== = ==== == ==
Your Answer: ===============...= .........============ ..... ======

= 1,4

======= == = =201C,==,== = ==== = =sean_a_an ===. = = ===== = ean = ===
=== = === = = ann ,M = =210 fla === ==.111,====== = == ====. === === .....= = == ===== = = == =

======. == = == Me= = = Wae = ==1, ===.===' .............=

WW/Mi=1.144,=4====1, ....
=1111=NIAili====a10=111.,=====1,==.1=11===...==1==*===.1=1=1=

1== ==
1111=====*=/===========1,1===1= = ==== = = = = n=

Interviewer's Question:
===============mws============ .....=======

=== ...... ========...... ============== ...... ============ ==....... =
Your Answer:

================================
5=4====.=======.$1m

ampormiews======m====mpfolimm,==============11111.==0======

ill====m2===,===m=m4============r1==.====================.=.10===1=====1",r.......---..==moso===,======

fa=.===m=====.1mwslmi====b=s======m=============,===1=e===i==.==Mmi..====.0===
1===.,==.110==0,1==.1===m1=17 ......

1,==.==,==================tf 7==11==,
==.M.010.1===.1101.,411.1= It=2==*=/=.1=*== MIMM

================================= = == === =,* = ===
Interviewees Question:

Your Answer:

11111,1========= =WPM.,

1=========m=======m====m=q====r============================

=1==
2==.=11==========101========b2===.=.1====7.7.

[1/==IWOMI==.==MIMIRVW=.=.=W=M==.*IR,M.=riaao= =4/04.0,

=14==========.

Mr,====.=.7=WWWWWWWWWIW IMP.UPif 2/.11=NOM=7===.
=.1.1.1=11M,171Pf,

MMI.=======1.===.

Mr===i1=========.1.11=1== UMW

3040=1= =di= OW "NSW= =rm.

IWANSIWWW==,=======8,!=r=
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Int@evi@m@r's 1140stion:

WMOMEW=MMOMVMMWM71,WWWWWWNimimmMWAIMMIWMINNWIWWIMMMOW-MmwW.wWu*SIDM,N,M.......,.........

Your Aftsw@ft

.AMM.X.WIMO......ymmliwwilmwm.praimmug*WW1.64....figow-NO.WWWWwavalftm.mminmirm
L.,s2111 flflflaflfl IOW ver "Rm.,* ww- ei-,v-Vevvemtserarsalw.,RIRCIVII.

.0.,,V*W..=,MtMOTIMIMmoMM=IDEMffilADWAMIMMIMRMIOMMAor,

interwiewcr's Question:
...... WII,WWORAWapaPmemOUIDOW

2WWWW,WIIIMIMPII.10.1.-MMI=MINMWWW2.11....WWWWTIM7MVIDIMIMMOMMIW.010.0

nne

Your Answer:
IIIP,MO14.0,MMOMP*04,10.11.0.2.140VMWMA~M.w.m..M

if11.11.111.1.1.WOWIW .1b7.1001.0.WW!1.010,7WIWII.MOVOW

MIISIMPA.P>IMIMIMMIMUMUM ........ 1107. .....Ad**

MrIMO .....
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IML ,LAILIRNTI Eg! ILIUM 2a EMILMO 12M! illatia PAW
The Guido Statements below will help you focus en the reading
which follows. Preview the Guido StateMentS nay. When yek.1

complete tho foiding, answer thcm carefully. Writ@ complete
sentences, in ygn Img nal, wherever possible. USe standard
English and proofread your answers.

1. lder,tify ani briefly tescrihe the three nain types
interview questions.

a.

b.

//KW 11.1M.V.1.121,11.
WWIEVIMEC.741 LW 1,,..,.0 2IF. WItlea

t.M.11.711,91/NOI = WOZWEMOTOP =7., 'MIMI
aDMOVAPffi418.71,11W2:16

2/1140 111111M 1101110,7111.11SOINIn0711W2S

nnaaan'annnnan...,annannnaaannss

IMINDIOMINOMOINIIP 16

airfla...L.IMPM10.1.1,,,,,.,2.N.11~..1...1.11.0...11..1.111PIMPINIIllallt710

71,....10b.1.10,i anna an,. Imo ROAM= ...... =ZIP
7WW, MS7.7401.11.11..W.0761W.MIMOMOVO,1,10

7.1.71,0 IMalW,11,114,111,4
28.711161WWW.

NOVNOM.1/WIWM.M.1MIPIMMO.111.11.01.1106101111.0111.11101110111~

W211W =10

Sflflflflnnnanna
11.111.00.....1.10111111~1.1611MSMO$M11.11.0147.31107010

Ing.swommilmoftwaarmasmutimm.11mmawmosissammonimplx......wwww0mWs

malmignoOkawatemerstrftame fissornia

1010,10111.11n1111.*.lifOr1110

2. Label the following as closed, (act, or opinion questions.
a. Who was your immediate supervisor?
b. What do yo q. think about wonen as managers?
c. Are yov willing to work overtime during our busy

periods?

3. Label the '!ollowing statements as True (1) or false (r).
a. The 'kest way to communicate value and worth is to keep

telling the interviewer how good you are.

1S4
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Can't bore the interOemer mith detail. C your

answers broad.

c. Employaent applications aro only a foroality. Comp-1@ta

them quickly and conontf*t* on eore i4POrt410 ttOW,*

4. Eaplain the basic differences between a *sinolatee

Interview and 4 4W41. Wervi@w,

2V2111+2= siftamostrrilkmbint+vw

zsr2VairMr--1-21r===....---la,===.1a.zuzisilika411.4041frsicluwormsaraseu./21021rMr1W=z11.....Mmommle



VI! 24 taglic1 *4 falq! 10116,A4

IA tho! 14St 4#1,44i0A4 04! m414e. of Ofoing pr0p4r44 tar 4ft

enploynent interview was entlhasiled. Up Point 4 out that every

4togct of yomr ,;31,#.tgiitAt1oft zz tr4* ui ff44mCtOr, #14a404t# t4

the closing goodbye .2 has an input on the interview. Perhaps

the single roost inoortant skill learned by successful

interviewees is how to answer questions effectively, la tat;
ststloa, ye will take a closer look et the *question.and.ensweA*

process. Sone of you mill eec09,100 fieillar oral conaunications

strategies.

VI !tut tits Lati f isLtrtim 221111211

Interview questions can be classified 41 01114 taut or minion

questions. Itnowledge of the three etin types will help you to

both predict the questions that mill be ysteg and orqoarlt

4ppropr14te r4,100011,1, L4t41 100 4t th0 purpose of each type of

question and sone e*anples of each.

I. Mug 2ttii1e2

This type of question generally narrows thr response to a 0AO

mord or yes/A* 4010er. Often, 4 nore elaborate response mill

actually work in your favor.

Etaroples: Co you find it easy to get along mith oftqrS/

Nave 7014 ever worked as a secretary before,

Co you prefer a day or evening sIsliftl
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This tpPt t q4ostioA 1 4404 to 001401 ip.f fig, 01400,4
441(0fAAti*

(4,404410s1 Vhst *tut 40( 411444 41 royr 144 JO

04* 444 /444 htlp forl*,144 Ie jj qi tr40444,4444

4 44.410

440400 orfug eichi#504 Ih41/ 1,4,41 04,41W

Peli9.4001 4yrIl!
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shilitits sh4 totAtial 01114,

L AnPlv;: 4041. 40 /au stt yourstit doOlg 10 y4ses ffon toml

Olt 00014 YMil 40 it im vvipry gustoesr dgevid@d

itg'd oa 10,0 4410 iteml

hlow gla 144 5ct Yiwitlf tittr ntl :zut Otpsirtillo.at

(orismitstioOT

Now thst you c4a aaticipate Salle types of coamoaly alked
omestiohs. 'Go Aet, ao doubt. laterested io km001419 the type of
ansmors thst mill help yow get the positioa. There are maw, oxys
to aosmer j gotstioo, dad therefort, als oat right tas*te. rho
"04t IllitEttwo Ina" itt she:al:taut " 60113 WALLA
Elliiitta

itg temills4 elmaul Issionvo% ia Eutui Eaglisa. Tht/ communicate f4ct6

Is?
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60,8Ad 4 /4S/A0 40Swer 404 Prow14 4 fActm 1 fornstiom whit*

4toomstr4tt4 his/fier pot iit1A1 the to Olt int rit4ow,

laterwiever: U*At types of coot-Poi, A410/4 /4 tit101
im college/ ((Act qctstiom)

later 4 00: Oh; lots of difftromt

l*Itt /Atm t4Oqg ilut404 clvf5tq,
nostly.

c. 1"o A Svsimess osjor Am4 14\v tAtem
latrodmctioo to Itosimest. Or4ACIP44Of /4404194stAto 4414 for
814$1040SS.

Ali Ortt 'mutes respom4 to uhe 4403t#009 bvt, 4 SmAr *c*
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00* Art *4.4i $100*$ 44r trots 0460t440OpOoto* 14,4t1400

Imt0r4,0totti A. It 6444404 imtpro6t4*,,

;At 04f4 fit 441

;04#444,

40 t Jtovir4t14%0 0414r *04 1060060t400 *Oil 41140 fre t4 44f 0*
PrO4(re44441 444 04it441
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orAtticm. 'hot SIAM 04000*4 00 S466040 4 *44 i 0414 loco, 04
%A it4it r11/11t O1tt14041 ili4t 041? tOr4v414* Actott *44)V f4k# m1111

#00# 14i4 C40(4444C4 444 C4itrOw4 /410r tAt0f00#041 6414# im4t 06
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Simulated Interview Instructions

Use this list as a guide for successfully completing your

Simulated Interview.

Before the Interview

I. Make an appointment for your Simulated Interview in

Coop Prep or through your Coop Coordinator.

2. Select an internship, from the Internship Opportunities

Catalogue, for which you want to be interviewed. Bring a

copy of the description of that position with you to the

Interview.

3. Complete the Interview Preparation Exercise and the Question

and Answer Practice Sheet assigned in Coop Prep. Do not

take them to the Simulated Interview.

4. Elea a copy of your resume in typewritten, final form.

5. Secretarial Science students may be required to bring a 5

minute typing test.

6. Dress appropriately for an interview.

7. Arrive 10:15 minutes early for your appointwolt. Interviews

will be conducted in the Main Building, second floor or in

the Coop employer's office

8. Fill out the Application for Employment while you are

waiting to be interviewed.

9. Listen carefully to the interviewer. Use all of the

interviewing skills (non-verbal, preparation, oral

communications ) taught in Coop Prep.

10. At the conclusion of the interview, ask the interviewer for
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feedback on your performance.

After the Interview

11. Raise tly questions, at the next session of Coop Prep or when

you meet with your instructor personally.

A Word About the gEplaysent A2plicatjan

You will note that an employment application is to be filled out

prior to the Simulated Interview (step 8). As you would expect,

there are many different versions of this type of form. However,

the information requested tends to be similar to that of your

resume: personal data, educational and employment history,

skills, interests, and references. In general, there are three

qualities that an interviewer looks for in an employment

application: atIlallia completenesst and accuracy. Like the

resume, the application is viewed as a sample of your work, and

influences the reader accordingly.

Preview the Application for Employment which follows, but do not

fill it in at this time. 8e certain that you will be able to

provide all of the information req,,;* .d prior to your Simulated

Interview.
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APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENr

THE LAW PROHIBITS DISCRIMINATION BECAUSE OF AGE, SEX, RELIGION, RACE, COLOR,
AND NATIONAL ORIGIN AND REQUIRES AFFIRMATIVE ACTION IN tin HIRING OF THE
HANDICAPPED AND VETERANS.

Please Print

NAME (LAST) (FIRST) (CIDDLE INITIAL)

ADDRESS (STREET) (CITY) (STATE) (ZIP CODE) (TELEPONE NUMBER)

Type of Work Desired

WORK LOCATION insum SALARY DESIRED 4 PER

When Could You Be Available To Begin Work?

CHECX.APPROPRIATE BOX r--T COOPERATIVE
FOR TYPE OF DIPLOM= Li EDUCATION

MPLOYNENT EXPERIENCE
.10

PLEASE LIST YOUR JOB HISTORY FOR THE PAST TEM YEARS (OR LAST FIVE EMPLOYERS).
START WITH YOUR PRESENT STATUS AND NOTE ANT PERIODS IN warm YOU WERE NOT
EMPLOYED. INCLUDE U.S. MILITARY SERVICE (SHOW RANK/RATE AT DISCHARGE BUT NOT
TYPE OF DISCHARGE), SUMER/PART-TIME JOBS AND COOPERATIVE EDUCATION ASSIGNMENTS.

COMPANY NAM 6
ADDRESS

ame

Address

Name

Address

Name

Address

Name

nUria
Name

Address

DATES EMPLOYED
MONTH -MAR

From:

To:

From:

To:

From:

To:

From:

To:

Fromt:

To:

POSITION TITLE A REASON FOR
DESCRIPTION OF DUTIES LEAVING
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'an
or

sou
School

(List Attended)

AD=
OF

10: Dot

MS AND MUM
,

DAM AMMO au= TYPE CY C STAPOIni%!..
Pros --- To DIPLOM a Cade Wrap Datil'
Ho Yr Yes gm it

All Vocationsl

Schools, Techni-

cal Institutes,

$ Junior Colleges

All Colleges

Of

Universities

Other Training

Including

Hilitary Schools

$ Equivalency

Diplom

rserrinnIMMMIMIIMPISPIMINIMIND

nMllornmO

010111111111110 11101111101 VONIMEI

gomMEINO OSPINIONII 111.1.11M MOM..

'norms's srammo row ausrom 111111=01=010.010

8110Mnznas

"INIMION~FIONIPM11001011M.IIIIMPIII.M111.1.

KADENIC AOIETDIJS AND ACTIVITIES:

Please list academic honors, scholsrships, or fellowships, umberships in scodenic htinorsty societies, or

participation in or offices held in extracurricular activities you consider significant, (You sty exclude

inforation indicative of sge, sex, race, religion, color, national origin, and handicap.)

8400.0MINEmmindPSIMOIRMIIIMMela~

orrillartisonOrrirliorao
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Please check if you ar:

18 or under (indicate age ____) 0 70 or over

U.S. CITIZEN 0 Yes DI No If $o, indicateType of Visa
and Alien Registration No.

U.S. VETERAN El Yes EINo If Yes, indicate Date of
Separation

lave you bean convicted of a crime within the
last five years?

if Yes. please briefly describe the circumstances
of your conviction indicating the dace, nature,
rut place of the offense and disposition of the
tase. Your answer is looked upon as only 00. of
the factors considered in the employment decision
'sod is evaluated in terns of the nature, severity,
ind date of the offense.

Tes

03 ODT include arrests without convictions, convic -
iions adjudged "youthful offender", or convictions
for drunkenness, staple assault, speeding, ninor
iraffic violations or disturbance of the peace.

Signature of Applicant Date

PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS CAREFULLY; THEY CONSTITUTE THE CONDITIONS UNDER
WHICH YOU N1CMT BC EMPLOYED.

1 The information that I have provided on this application is accurate to the best of
my knowledge and subject to validation.

2. I authorize the persons, schools, current employer (if approved by ne in the Enploy-
sent Experience section) and other organizations or employers named in this applica-
tion to provide any relevant information cher may be required to arrive at an employ-
ment decision.

I understand and agree that:

(a) Any material misrepresentation or deliberate omission of a fact in my application
may be justificatton for refusal of, or if employed, termination from employment.

(b) A medical examination and signed release statements, as stipulated by-the ceoPliti
art required. (Result* will be held in confidence by the Medical Department
except where release of such information is required by taw. Also, when certain
sedical restrictions relate tO An individual's ability to perfora a job or series
of jobs, those restrictions will be comennicated to Personnel or Management.)
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During the In-Class Activities your instructor will review some
of the answers to the mint QuIllisul Uhich Interviewers
frequentlz Ask. Then you will have the opportunity to observe a

classroom interview, and evaluate the effectiveness of the

interviewee's responses. Preview the material for the In-Class
Activities but do 221 work on them at this time.

Now return to page 154 and answer the Guide Statements based on
your reading.

IN-CLASS ACTIVITIES FOR SESSION 9

A. Question & Answer Practice Sheet

Your instructor will call upon students to share their answers to
some of the Thirty Questions Which interviewers Frequently Ask.
Turn back to pages

8. Observing an Employment Interview

A student and the instructor will role play an employment
interview. The student will select a position from the tOC and
present his/her resume. Your instructor will interview the
student for the position.

All class members should carefully observe every aspect of the
interview. Pay close attention to non-verbal communication as
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well as the question-and-answer process. Use the Interview

prilline on the following page to record your observations.

After the interview, discussion and constructive feedback will be

encouraged.

Overall Ingression (check one)

.11,710/./ 1

I would hire hia/her based on this interview

I would have to think about hia/her soae aore

I would not hire him/her for this position

Interviewee's strong points:

eN.M
INWM.1111.111111111711,1MINNAMMIRIMMOIMII

Sugpestions for improving interviewee's performance:

OMMMMN..MOYMbJMDMINV..INMIP..MTPr,IM.PMIYIOIM1OM.00JMPAIM.O.IIVIMM.O.MO.A.11.M.OMI/YMMMO.IMW.OP.O..//..A.s...

M/00/100./.10.1MW/074 .071,7111OON.MMSNI1111.17/1/2/11

MIN11010110,10111.1.1M
1IIMMIN.MMPINMMOMieB10/1RMWIN~MW7ISMIP.l.1101,11/111411111.1.110113,0.110M,NOINOMIIP

flflflflannflnnssflflnnennnu,111.1.11.
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INTERVIEW EVALUATION

Things To Look For Eff.c-1 Needs
live Worn Sus 42211.....ons

Use of Non-Verbal Communication

HandshAe (entrance and *exit)

Dress 6 appearance

Eye contact

Tone of voice

F .eal expressions and body posture

Evideme of Preparation for Interview

Showed knowledge of position

Showed knowledge of organization

Showed knowledge of self (skills, objec-
tives, etc.1 in relation- to position

Anticipated interviewees questions
/with comfortable responses'

Asked quesbons of hisiher *ion
-.......

Oral Communication Skills .

Responses were:

SOW positively

Thoughtful

Detailed /specific/factual
------_....._,. _____,

Spoken in correct English

Communicating his/her value !worth'
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ASSIONENT ggg mug! 10

I. Couplete your Sinulated Interview. After you have finished,

think about your esperience and the feedback frog the

interviewer. Then, write your answers to the questions

below:

a Uhat did you learn about enploynent interviewing or

about yourself 4S a result or this experience?

4010111101MMOMMIMP!.1112W2M110111071711.70,7,0

1100.11.11101MAIWWW11.110.0.1.111.MIDAMMIWIRMAILIPOWIWIW.

b. Uhat if anything, would you say or do differently on

your nest interview?

80....01/01.1121.11.11011M

VOIMIOMIAMAIWIWMOOMOIW.W,IMOOOMAPIMM.SMW.IeODWIW.Wi

momirmammompairomfoiworomft".0.0.1mormibmowlumwmadilwmodwor

41111,111111.111..1.00~1111.11V

awls AN.I=CM1112MMILIM=6:191336

1101.MalOM.10710.11.40.0116. -n-Saa

8e prepared to discuss your answers in the nest session of

Coop Prep.

2. Read Session 10, pagss 170-177, and answer the Guide

Statements for Session 10, pagelc9 based on your reading.
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GUIDE STATEMENTS Fq! SESSION 10- mittmG moitn

The Guide Statements below will help yov focus on the readinl
which follows. Preview the Guide Statements now. Nhen you

compIete the reading answer them carefully. *rite complete

senteoces, in nwr own wards whcrewer possible. Use standard

English and proofread /our answers.

1. Explain the purpose of meeting indixidually with your

coordinator after Coop Prep.

WilegrialiM11010.1.M..111111,111112.111031111111451141101111.111b1.11011.7111.111113111.10,7S.M100.70.11

711071..11101.......bil.1.1101014.071/1.1.17~7111.
illiMINOUP.Mir=91M1=1.111,

MO100011.11MOWW.......W.INIMPIONWRIMAIMIqXWMPIMAINIO.O..110.1.I.1.40.2011NOWIISPAMIMIWOMIRXIMIWWW..... MIPA104.1.11M1WWIPWAWMW471.

2. Briefly describe the *ey features or the placement process.



ussmi tga L9OKLI14 ttlig

Coop Prep is about to end. A great deal of mock has been

empocted of you, Amid our tine has been short. If me lee beeil

successful, tom reolive that cooperative education represents
nem ay looking At work. 1144050 me eaphasi4e sin1112111

any work setting CAO tot turned into 4n opportunity for

learning As long AS you are ablo to tburt24 ill maim& ill
pint 4till stein of *hat is golog on around you.

Hopefully, you nom feel ortpared to novo on to your first

internship.

isselttirs At Sett Pue Eeurit

As you know, all =tired 4ssi2aInts slit be Iltlitill far

inaltql1 teleLitt of 012 !tee. lo W0140, tht rtquired

assigonents for this course /have been:

L. The Guide Statenents for S055100 Understonding

Cooperative Education pages 17.49.

2. Three Life Acconplishnent Narratives pigo, and the

list of your Strongost Skills page 57.

3. A typewritten copy of your mune which aeets the standards

of your Coop rep Instructor.

4. An Internship Preference fora awl* 135 mith your 'Learning

Objectives for the first internship page la attoched.
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S. Amy additiomal assignmeeti required / yOwir coop prop

instructor.

If yow M4x* mOt M4a*** la 441 4f ttt sb mts i As

your respinsibility to do so, at this tine.

Uha Nteatas °IV

Vtito you are certified* th ImitfuCtOm m44 tlwil4t yOuf 041,1 will

officially become your Coop Advisor. Iu shilli Elko 11

tea21112111 a tin tat att i22e IttOcir titbit 1 1.2 it!

Ain 4111E ILI tin :1.4.22 E01.2 ree2- That is the tine te

coatieue your Preparatiom and ptomains for tha first intermship.

I( you delay this netting. you may reduce or elininste your

chances for pursuing 4A appropriate internship poOtion.

Wour Coop Millar wants to become better acquainted with you 45

am iodiwidual, In yOvr og@tialo MC/44e mill give you feedbac* 00

your performaect im Coop Pftp, e.g.* the mitUalt$ of /eve

Sinulated loterview. fouf transcript 0411 be rewitmet for

courses takes, credits earned* anti erode point average. A *tint

frane will establish which quarters to plan f0r your

internships.

If the plan calls for 40 latemOSMIO meet qmorter, the gitalta

begins, four werk backgroued and permeal objectives will he

discussed as they relate to your interhship selections. lour

Coordinator *111 want you to CiArlfy /4yr objectives and write

then as part of e *learning contratir for your imteraship. This

is e§pecially tr for $tudents *4itig their O04 Wit104 *a the

1/1
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basis for 40 internship. Pernission to reelster (or Coop mill be

granted+ Them. 4 IrtfOrrr41 *Ill be stole for 4 positivn which is

both avtilable and appropriate. This covld involve te

appointment mith another coordinuor or t direct tervie* *Atm

the eoployer. lf 411 goes me114 .),4414 *111 t Ofere4

Pasit/(001. Wort tO4 @o4 of tt? 00arW, t al mill also 4iscoss

the object lit, of the Internship Scoinar 046w you *ill be

gridtg for toitir iffltorosflio 001t0 out advisor. The plactocnt

proctli it dopitribod in 'more detail in t*t Guide to tooperatiiie

tdacttion tt LaGoardit pages

It $91.11 It Lilx.t. Uhit Are liMI " L rf4b141.1, Ilia ill
Arisl/

lot **we presentil the ailtc went process )4 jO*t. *4* it

morkt mOto all 14V1 smootAly. tilt from Q4t 044@fi*4K@, *4 ttmo*

Mat sett commam problams 4Cit postNbit altmg tote way. co+

evample:

1. 1104# P*41114mes) you've selectod niy be mraavtiltble bet', se;

a. another stodeot has been referred or has filled

b. the orgtnitation no longer participttes in the t44)0

program.

c, tlhe enployer *tots sonev *it* * bactirownd or tkiii5

744 do mot possess.
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2. The duties and requirements for a posi'ion may have changed

since it was written up for the IOC.

An employer may "take his time" in letting the school know

if a position will be available, or if a student will be

hired.

4. More students may be "going out" than the supply of existing

internships in a particular area.

5. You might not be offered a position for which you have

interviewed.

These examples are "realities" of the LaGuardia Coop program and

the world of work. In your case, any of the particular

situations may or may not occur. If they don't -- fine. If they

Jo, you will have to draw upon your problem-solving skills and

reconsider the situation. Of course, your coOrdinator can offer

advice and assistance in many instdnces. but mucn of the

responsibility for decision7making and problem-solving situations

rests with xpo.

This is equally true once you have started an internship. In

fact, many employers consider the ability to "handle the rough

spots" a good indication of a person's career growth and

maturity.

The In-Class Activity which follows presents three problem-

solving situations which could occur while on an internship. In

each case, any number of responses is possible for the student

involved. Your instructor will lead a discussion of these
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situations, focusing on effective ways of .,011til
wi',11 them.

Preview the m4ter141 s for the in-Class Activity hilt not work
on them et this time.

Now return t pale 1/0 and answer the Guide Statements
on

your reAding.
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IN:SLASS ACTIVITY FOR sEssat 10

In each of the situations below, 4 student faces a problem (or a

difficult decision) while on an internship. Read each

description carefully. Be prepared to analyze the situation and

recommend aft effective course of action for each student. Your

instructor will guide the class discussion.

1. bans/ -- Not Ham at All

Nancy is a business major working as a personnel 4ssftant for a

busy non-profit organization. She accepted the internship hoping

to gain exposure to all aspects of a personnel department.

During the interview, her supervisor stated that she would "try

to do everything possible" to give Nancy interesting assignments.

But the basic position -- typing, filing and answering the phones

-- "must come firla." After five weeks, Nancy feels very

frustrated. Host of her time is spent typing, on an old machine

at that. Her supervisor has not said a word about any new or

interesting work. Nancy finds her interest dropping and her

disappointment steadily rising.

What should she do?

2. Arthur - A Better. offer Come% Along

Arthur is an accounting major. He is now in the fourth week of

his first internship as a bank teller for a small savings bank.

While not directly in an accounting department, he can observe

how some basic accounting concepts apply to his work. Thus far,

he finds his duties interesting, even if a bit routine.



One night he gets a call from his cousin, Roland. Roland tells

Arthur about an immediate opening in the Accounting Department
where he works. The position pays a higher salary and involves

working directly with staff accountants. Roland has spoken to

the accounting supervisor who Is eager to meet Arthur

tomorrow, if possible.

What should Arthur do?

3. Maria Handling a ramil/ Crisis

Maria is a Bilingual Education Assistant working with a third

grade class in the Bronx. Under the guidance of a professional
teacher, she provides individual and small croup instruction to

her students. She truly enjoys her internship and cares deeply
for the children she is assisting. This is her last quarter at
LaGuardia. She's been offered a paraprofessional position on the
school's staff upon graduation.

Unexpectedly, a family crisis develops. Maria's grandmother in
Puerto Rico has a heart attack. Doctors advise that she be under
close family care for the next few weeks. Maria's parents, who
are both working, decide that Maria should immediately go to
Puerto Rico to look after her grandmother. She loves her

grandmother, but the timing couldn't be worse.

What can Maria do?
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a rine 'twat

Sono students might look back on c.00p Prep and wonder if it wg§

all worth It. °For no credits, why tio to ail this trouble?*

they ask. °Having a good internship is just a matter of lo:k.

I'll take my chances once I'm out there."

Our response to these students is simple. It was stated best by

the famous french scientist, Louis Pasteur: *Chance favors the

prepared mind."

FINAL ASSIGNMENT

You must make an appointment to meet with your instructor within

a week to ten days after the last session of Coop Prep.
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